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The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 981 C Country Can’t be Insulted

Casey was staring at the ring. .At this moment, there was a hand patted
on his shoulder. He looked over his shoulder and found that Silvia's
bodyguards were standing behind him.
There was a hint of surprise in his face that he had not expected to find
them here.
"I don't know whether you are lucky or unlucky, boy, but I never
thought we'd run into each other here." The bodyguard sneered at
Casey.
"What do you want to do?” Casey looked at several people and asked.
The bodyguard took the lead immediately gave cold hum, clenched his
fist and then said, "What do we want? Hit you, of course! We can't do
anything to you on a plane, but we can't be controlled here!"
After that, the bodyguard then directly punched toward Casey's face.
Casey quickly avoided his fist, looking at the few people, he did not
intend to polite.
He picked up his foot and kicked the bodyguard in the stomach,
knocking him to the ground.
After a few people saw it, they immediately jumped toward Casey.
People around saw the fight and immediately gave the way, so that
they would not be affected.
"Fuck, hold him down, If I don't break his leg today, I won't work as a
bodyguard again!"
The bodyguard, who had been kicked to the ground, got up, endured
the pain and rejoined the battlefield.
Casey saw that and kicked toward his stomach again.
This time the bodyguard was directly kicked to the ground kneeling on
the ground, the severe pain came from his stomach and he no longer
have strength to climb up.
These bodyguards were physically stronger than ordinary people, their
strength had not reach that of the two on the ring, so Casey would not
let them hurt himself.

In the blink of an eye, the bodyguards were knocked to the ground,



crying.
The crowd broke out warm applause, at this time, they all turned
around to see Casey’s fight, no one paid attention to the fight of the
two people on the ring.
On the ring, both people were confused. They stopped fighting and
looked down from the ring.
Hiding in the crowd, Silvia saw her bodyguards had been knocked down
easily, she gave a dark face.
"A bunch of trash, I will change you when I am back, so many people
could not deal with one, it pissed me off." Silvia gritted her teeth and
muttered.
After Casey took care of the bodyguards, he looked around and then
found Silvia hiding in the crowd.
Silvia quickly hid behind a tall man, she did not dare to look into Casey's
eyes.
Casey wanted to argue with Silvia, so he went to her.
At this time, the bodyguard kneeling on the ground stood up clenching
teeth, shouting toward the ring, "He said he would challenge your King
of Boxing, and that your King of Boxing is trash in his eyes!"
When everyone heard this, they burst into cheers.
Someone wanted to challenge the King of Boxing, of course they
wanted to watch it.
Wherever you are, there are people who don't mind watching the fun.
These people immediately began to shout for Casey to fight with the
King of Boxing, the loud voice was deafening.
Casey slightly frowned and did not expect the bodyguard would make
such a move.
Just then, a strong man jumped into the ring and kicked the two fighters
down.
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Then he looked at Casey, and put up his little finger to Casey.
"You, get up here and fight me!" The man opened his mouth.
At that moment, everyone around them began to scream, and many of
them began to whistle excitedly.
Because the man standing in the ring, like a hill, was the most powerful
King of Boxing in this bar!
All the people looked at Casey with expectation and hoped he could
fight with the King of Boxing.



Because King of Boxing rarely had a fight and they were lucky to see this
scene today.
So now the King of Boxing was to fight, they were not willing to miss it,
even if Casey got on stage to be beaten, they were willing to watch it.
Casey was not interested in fighting the so-called King of Boxing, after
all, to him, the King of Boxing and the few bodyguards on the ground
crying was not much different.
He shrugged at the King of Boxing before continuing to walk toward
Silvia.
"Guys from C country are cowards as expected!" Then the King of
Boxing cried out.
Casey heard this and immediately stopped.
He did not care what others think of him, but he absolutely could not
tolerate someone insulted C Country.
He looked back at the King of Boxing and said coldly, "You're trying to
get yourself killed!"
Then he turned and walked toward the ring, and with a little leap he
was on top of it.
They saw Casey on the ring, suddenly showed a full face of excitement,
because they had the opportunity to see the King of Boxing fighting.
The bodyguards saw Casey on the ring, they sneered and then walked
toward Silvia enduring pain.
Silvia saw Casey on the ring to fight with the King of Boxing, she felt
Casey was too confident.
But she naturally was quite happy to see Casey beaten.
Seeing the bodyguard came over, Silvia said impatiently, "Don't follow
me, go back yourselves."
Hearing Silvia's words, the bodyguard showed embarrassment, realizing
that Silvia was so angry because of his shame just now.
Silvia did not continue to stay here to watch the fight, the party will
soon start, she had to hurry to be there, so after glancing at Casey, she
walked toward the dept of the bar.
Bodyguard helplessly turned around, looked to the ring, and fiercely
said, to Casey "Son of bitch, because of you, I was ashamed. It will be
good if you are beaten to death!"
In the ring, Casey looked at the King of Boxing and said in a cold voice,
"With a move, I will let you know how powerful C Country is."
The King of Boxing sneered, saying "You are just a bunch of cowards,
With a slap, I will beat you death."
Casey did not talk nonsense, put out a posture to the King of Boxing and



said coldly, "C Country can’t be insulted!"
"Today I will let you understand majesty of C Country!"
The King of Boxing pressed his mouth, and rushed to Casey and
intended to take care of Casey, so that everyone knew the vulnerability
of C Country.
In the moment the King of Boxing rushed to Casey, Casey punched
forward and hit the King of Boxing's solid chest.
Before the King of Boxing could react, his body was flying backwards out
of the ring.

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 982 Apology

All the people who had been waiting for the King of Boxing to do his
best fell silent when they saw this.
They stared in disbelief as the world stood still.
The bodyguards were still looking forward to the King of Boxing to beat
Casey. They had been ready to cheer up and waited for the King of
Boxing to make a move.
But before the King of Boxing had made a move, Casey had pouched
him to fly out of the ring.
"This...... How is that possible, that boy, how can he be so good?" The
bodyguard murmured, stunned.
The people of Moss City had never seen anything like that. They had
been under the impression that the King of Boxing was invincible, and
now he was being knocked out by a kid who didn't look big enough for
any of them to beat.
With one punch, their King of Boxing didn't even know he was flying out
of the ring.
This King of Boxing's body shape was be counted as giant plus the King
of Boxing had solid muscle, since he was beat to fly, Casey's punch was
powerful.
After a long time, only one after another to react, began to marvel at
the strong Casey.
"This...... This is too awesome, King of Boxing in this bar was invincible,
unexpectedly he was knocked down!"
"Before I have always felt that the people of C Country were weak, but
they could break out of terrible power,I have to be polite when I meet
people of C Country in the future."



"I didn't expect kung fu to be true, his punch is really cool. Will he
accept apprentices? If so, I must take him as a teacher."
...
After the King of Boxing fell to the ground, he held his breath for a
while. After a long pause, he felt that he could breathe again and then
hurried to grasp air.
People present saw that he was beat to fly, but only he knew how
horrible that punch was.
And he could obviously feel, Casey did not even use full strength. If
Casey used full strength, he might have died now.
As he got up, the King of Boxing looked awestruck toward Casey and
bowed to him. "I'm sorry I said that. I was arrogant.”
The audience was excited again. They did not expect the King of Boxing
to apologize to Casey in front of everyone.
This really showed that Casey's punch really was powerful, even the
King of Boxing admitted to be defeated.
Everyone cast a look of awe to Casey, from then on, they never dare to
despise any people from C Country.
The King of Boxing’s apology attitude was sincere, so Casey did not
intend to continue to dispute with him and directly jumped down from
the ring.
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People immediately hurriedly gave out of the way to Casey, no one
dared to stop him.
Casey did not care about the people’s eyes, he had seen too much such
a scene,.
Brewer's party should start soon, so Casey walked toward the depths of
the bar.
The bodyguard looked at Casey walked inside with a trace of
distraction.
"I was just a joke in his eyes, even the King of Boxing can only stand one
move from him, I am nothing to him."
Helplessly sighed, the bodyguard went out of the bar with
disappointment.
...
In the exclusive private room of the bar.
Brewer was sitting at the head of the room. There were several people
sitting down in the room. They all looked at Brewer respectfully and



said some polite words to each other.
These people were all involved in Brewer's new film. Brewer held the
lifeblood of their development. They had to curry favor with him.
At this time the door of the room was opened, Silvia smiling walked in
from outside.
As soon as she came in, she greeted everyone warmly, especially
Brewer.
But instead of being obsequious like others, she managed to keep it in
check.
Seeing Silvia’s arrival, the atmosphere became active apparently, no
matter when, beauty always had good effect.
Brewer did not say nonsense but said to the public, "I invited a very
important person to the party, the identity and status of this person
can't be imagined, so after the arrival of this person, I hope you can be
enthusiastic."
All nodded. Since Brewer attached importance to this person, he
certainly was not an ordinary.
Silvia turned her eyes, thinking the person must be very powerful since
Brewer attached importance to him. If there was a chance, she must
make friends with him.
Shortly after Brewer said that, the door of the room was pushed open
again.
It was Casey who walked in.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 983 You' Should Get Out

Everyone looked towards the door. Silvia thought it was the important
person Brewer had mentioned. She straightened her hair and sat up.
But when she saw the person who walked in was Casey, immediately
she was stunned.
The first idea in her mind was that Casey was coming to give her
trouble.
She naturally did not think that Casey was that important person.
This party was very important for her, she could not make any mistake.
She had thought that Casey would be knocked down by King of Boxing,
but he came so quickly.
Therefore, she must solve this trouble, otherwise it will affect the party
today. She might not be able to win the leading actress in the new film
of Brewer, it would have a certain impact on her acting career in the
future.



She stood up, frowned Casey, said, clenching teeth, "You are no going
to give up, aren’t you? I can't believe you followed me here."
"I have no time to talk to you now. I will give you an explanation about
your affairs. I have important things to do now. You wait outside and I
will come to you when I finish my work.”
After that, Silvia began to push Casey toward the outside.
Casey was stunned. He did not expect Silvia would appear here. He had
wanted to argue with Silvia, but after fighting with the King of Boxing,
he felt he should not be able to find Silvia, so he had put it behind him.
But now he actually saw Silvia in Brewer's private room, and Silvia had
been driving him out, which made him confused.
Brewer originally wanted to introduce Casey, but before that, Silvia had
stood up.
And she even drove Casey out, he was confused about that.

He stood up, walked over to Silvia and asked, "What are you doing?"
Silvia looked at Brewer and said apologetically, "Director Campbell, this
man is here to make trouble for me. I had some quarrels with him
before. I didn't expect him to find this place, so I will send him away."
"People like him try to blackmail me while I have something important
to do. But I won't be bullied. I'll take care of it."
Casey said, "I have no interest to blackmail you."
Silvia immediately glared at him and said, "Shut up. Don't you pretend. I
can see what you're thinking. Listen, people here are big figure, you
can’t afford to provoke them. Get out.”
Brewer's face suddenly became very livid. Silvia drive the Lord of
Guanling out!
And he did not believe that Casey would blackmail a female celebrity
with some reputation, after all, Casey could get anything he wanted.
It was impossible for him to do such a degrading thing.
"Who are you telling to get out of here? I think it's you who should get
out!" Brewer shouted at Silvia.
Silvia was stunned and did not expect Brewer to suddenly lose his
temper with her.
"Director Campbell, he..." Silvia’s voice suddenly became weak.
"What is wrong with him? He's the important man I was just talking
about, and how dare you let him get out of here? I bet you think you've
offended everyone just because you've made a few lousy TV shows!"
Brewer shouted angrily.
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Silvia was dumbfounded, and incredibly looked at Casey. She did not
expect Casey turned out to be Brewer's big figure.
He had not come to make trouble for her but attend the party. It was
she thinking too much.
After making clear what was going on, Silvia showed embarrassment.
She did not expect that the lost she met in the plane was the person
Brewer was deferential to.
Now she had no hope of landing the lead role in Brewer's new film.
Brewer looked at Casey and said with a guilty face, "Master, I'm really
sorry. I didn't think this would happen. I'll take care of it. You go and
have a seat.”
Casey nodded and walked toward the sofa.
Silvia begged for mercy toward Casey, "Sir, sorry, it is my fault, I am
opinionated, please forgive me. I really am not intentional."
Brewer stared at her and said in a cold voice, "Stop, quit the party
tonight, get out."
Silvia looked desperate, she had very strong confidence to win the lead
actress in Brewer's new film, but how such a thing happened.
If she had early known Casey’s identity, she would not have provoked
Casey in the plane.
"Director Campbell, please give me another chance. I am here today to
talk about the leading actress in your new film. I have made a lot of
preparation for this leading actress, please give me a chance.” Silvia
immediately begged.
Brewer looked at Silvia with a cold face. Originally he was going to let
Silvia to play the heroine of the film, but Silvia provoked Casey, even if
she was appropriate, he could not let Silvia to play the heroine.
"Get out of here. We'll let you know about the role when we decide."
Brewer said.
Silvia showed loss on her face. Although Brewer had not refused her
directly, it was obvious that she could not take it.
She could not continue to stay here, or it would only make Brewer more
unhappy.
"All right, I'll get out of here." Silvia said, glanced at Casey sitting on the
sofa, and then went out with her head down.
After Silvia left, people looked at each other and knew that as long as
they made Casey happy, their cooperation with Brewer would be more
stable, so they were enthusiastic with Casey.



No one thought what would happened toSilvia because of this.
Brewer sat next to Casey, expressed his apology and then asked him
what Silvia did to him.
Casey told him the story.
After hearing that, the people began to accuse Silvia of being arrogant.
Brewer nodded thoughtfully and said, "I never thought Silvia was such a
person. It's lucky I didn't choose her as the heroine this time, otherwise
my reputation will be affected by her. Thank you, Master, I propose to
you.”.______
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 984 Natasha Andrew

In the middle of the party, they all had fun. Casey occasionally drank
with them, after all, he did not know show business, and he did not
know what to talk about.
He came here to kill time and found it interesting to hear some of the
secrets of the celebrity from Brewer.
Had not heard it from Brewer, he would never have knew there were so
many unknown deeds of those celebrities.
After a while, the door of the room was opened and everyone looked
around to see a beautiful blonde girl in a classical court dress with a
ponytail standing in the doorway.
Behind the girl stood a man who looked like a gentle butler and an
imposing bodyguard.
People looked at the door of the three with doubts, wondering what
they wanted.
Brewer stood up and stared at the three men. “What are you doing
here...”
The blonde girl ignored Brewer, pointed her finger at Casey and said,
“That's him!”
Casey was confused. He did not know this girl, and did not understand
why the girl pointed at him.
Standing behind the girl, the butler man stepped forward and said to
Casey with a smile, “Sir, our young lady would like to invite you to have
a drink together, do you have time?”
“I'm sorry, I don't know you.” Casey directly opened his mouth.
At this moment, Brewer looked at the butler and said, “You are the
butler ofAndrew family!”
The butler looked around at Brewer and said with a smile, “Mr.
Campbell. I didn't expect you to be here. What a coincidence!”



“This must be your friend. Our young lady would like to have a drink
with him, can you please help?”
Brewer immediately rolled his eyes, then looked at Casey, whispered,
“Master, they are three people of the Andrew family in the S Country.
This is their butler, that girl should be the young lady of the Andrew
family.”
“The Andrew family is a very powerful force in S Country. They have a
very high status in all sectors of society, even in the government.”
“The Moss City is dominated by the Andrew family.”
“Although we have certain strength here, compared with Andrew
family, the gap was big. But our focus is not here, if compared to the
overall strength, Andrew family is much worse than Guanling.”
Casey nodded, and then looked at that girl who should be more than 20
years old, looked cute, but had a good body shape. He asked, “Why do
you want to find me?”
“Just now you beat the King of Boxing with one punch. I have never
seen such a powerful man, so I want to get to know you. I have already
got the room. Come with me and we will talk.” Natasha Andrew said,
staring at Casey.
Casey was surprised that this girl found him because of he defeated
beat the King of Boxing.
But what did she meant she got a room?
Girls in S Country were open like that?
“I'm sorry, but I can't.” Casey rejected her directly.
Natasha stared at Casey and asked, “Why? They never say no to me.
Why should you?”
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Casey shrugged his shoulders, thinking that she should be spoiled who
only gave others.
“Because I have my own business. There are many powerful people in
this world. With the strength of your family, it shouldn't be hard to find
a strong man. Go and find others.” Casey opened his mouth.
The butler stared at Casey and said, “Sir, our young lady has a deep love
for fighting since childhood, she especially likes martial arts of C
Country.”
“In fact, the King of Boxing in the bar was trained by our young lady, but
she always thinks he is not really strong.”



“Until today, when she met you, our lady was sure that you are the real
strong one, and she has a peculiar fascination with people like you.”
“So I hope you will do us the honor of talking to our young lady, and we,
Andrew family, will thank you for it.”
Brewer stared at Casey and then whispered, “Master, or... Why don't
you go talk to her? She is a famous beauty in Moss City, and we will not
lose in this.”
Casey turned his head and stared at him and said, “You go talk to her if
you want.”
Brewer immediately showed an embarrassed smile, dare not casually
make a decision for Casey.
Casey stared at the butler and Natasha, saying, “As you can see, I'm
drinking with my friends, so you'd better find someone else.”
The butler was somewhat helpless. Although Andrew family had great
power in Moss City, they were educated people and did not force
others to do anything.
“Miss, since so, we will look for other place, perhaps we can encounter
the one who is willing to communicate with you?” asked the butler.
Natasha stared at Casey and said, “No, he's the one I'm looking for.”
“Since he won't come with me, I'll stay here and have a drink with him.”
With these words, Natasha went directly to Casey, and then sat down
beside Casey.
People around were quite wise to move to the side, leaving position to
Casey and Natasha.
Casey looked at this beautiful girl, speechless. He did not understand
why a princess was interested in martial arts.
Natasha sat down, raised her hand, rested it on her chin, and stared at
Casey.
Casey was awkward, and he said, “We are talking about things related
to C Country, you can’t chime in. I advise you to leave.”
“I don't care.” Natasha said calmly, “May I have your name?”
Casey sighed and said, “Casey Davies.”
“Casey Davies.” Natasha repeated the name several times, as if trying to
etch it in her heart.
“Nice to meet you. I'm Natasha Andrew. You can call me
Natasha.”________________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 985 Fate

The atmosphere of the party, because of the arrival of Natasha, became



strange. People could not drink as heartily as before, but focus on Casey
and Natasha.
Casey was helpless. She refused to leave, and he could not drive her
away.
Natasha was like a man possessed, with only Casey in her eyes, and
didn't care what other people thought of her.
As the young lady of Andrew family, she had different mind from that of
ordinary people.
Natasha asked Casey a lot of questions about martial arts of C Country.
Casey answered and said some of the most basic things about it.
Natasha was shocked and felt that What Casey said was the supreme
truth, which stunned Casey.
Casey took this opportunity to ask why Natasha was so persistent on
the strong people.
Natasha explained that she had been sick and insecure since she was a
child, so she wanted to find a strong person who could teach her skills
to change her condition.
Of course, she also said that another way to give her security was to
marry a strong man.
No matter from which aspect, Casey was very in line with the standard
in her mind.
Listening to Natasha's explanation, Casey did not have any sympathy for
her, but had a feeling of wanting to avoid her.
They hadn't said a few words, and Natasha said she wanted to marry a
strong man, which surprised Casey.
He didn't want to get into trouble, so he kept hoping Natasha would
leave.
But Natasha seemed to be fascinated by Casey, she even praised him
when Casey picked up a glass of wine.

If it were not for Brewer explained that she was a lady from the Andrew
family, Casey would certainly treated her as neurotic.
Finally, the party got into the end. Brewer and his friends had got up to
say goodbye. Casey took advantage of this opportunity and quickly
went out the room.
“Master, I'll send you home.” Brewer shouted to Casey.
“No, I can get home myself.” Casey walked directly out of the room
even without turning his head back.
Natasha watched Casey leaving in a hurry. For a long time, she
murmured, “This man had a charming back.”



The butler approached Natasha and said, “I wonder if you've had any
luck, miss?”
“A lot.” Natasha replied.
“Are we going after him, then?” asked the butler.
“No need, if it is predestined, I will meet him naturally again.” Natasha
was not determined to go after Casey.
Natasha believed in fate and she believed that she would meet Casey
again.
Casey went to the room and then saw Silvia waiting outside.
Silvia saw Casey come out, quickly came forward and said, “Sir, I have
deeply realized my mistake. Please forgive me and give me a chance.”
Casey did not want to talk to her, directly said, “I want to go back, don't
block my way.”
Then he walked quickly forward.
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At this time, Natasha and her butler and bodyguard walked out from
the inside, just to see Silvia stopped Casey.
Natasha immediately walked to Silvia, and said staring at her, “Casey is
my man, I hope you can stay away from him.”
Silvia looked at Natasha weirdly, wondering why she said that.
“What's wrong with you? Why should I stay away from him?” Silvia said.
If necessary, she had already considered doing something to please
Casey.
So Casey was now her prey, she naturally could not lose momentum in
front of other women.
Brewer walked out of the room, happened to hear Silvia said those
words to Natasha.
His face suddenly changed, He hurried to Silvia and said, “You are crazy
today! You have just offended our master, and now you come to
trouble the young lady of Andrew family? Are you really not afraid of
death?”
Hearing Brewer's words, Silvia turned pale on her face and looked at
Natasha incredibly. She did not expect the girl was the young lady of the
Andrew family which was famous in S Country.
She felt that she was unlucky today. She had first offended the big
figured invited by Brewer and now she had offended the lady of the
Andrew family.
Even if she were a moderately famous celebrity, she wouldn't be able to



withstand the wrath of someone of her stature.
She looked at Natasha and said, “I'm sorry, I didn't mean to say that.”
Natasha looked at Silvia with indifference and said, “It doesn't matter,
as long as you don't rob Casey from me.”
“You can rest assured that I absolutely won't rob him with you, I will
buy an air ticket and go back to C Country.” Silvia spoke.
Natasha nodded and walked outside.
Silvia was relieved. On her forehead, she was covered with cold sweat.
“We must get away quickly, and if we stay here, we may offend
someone else.” Silvia made up her mind and hurried towards the
airport.
At the same time, she made up her mind that she must look at the
almanac before going out, and that she must not offend anyone who
looked ordinary.
Casey took a taxi back to his villa arranged by Brewer.
Just then, a black Porsche pulled up in front of the villa, driven by
Natasha's bodyguard.
In the car sat Natasha and the butler.
“Miss, how do I feel that the person who just walked in is that strong
named Casey?” The butler stared ahead and said with doubts.
Natasha looked at Casey’s dimly visible figure, with a radian.
“That's him.” Natasha said with certainty.
“Look, Miss, he seems to have entered our next door.” Butler opened
his eyes wide and he did not expect Casey actually lived in their next
door.
Natasha gave a bright smile. She was in a good mood.
“I said we will meet again if it was meant to meet.”
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 986 Attitude Change

After Casey returned to the villa, he first took a bath. Thinking of those
things that happened in the bar today, he gave a wry smile, especially
when he thought of Natasha’s pure and delicate face.
This girl had the same characteristic as Lily Lowe. If they were together,
it would be troublesome.
After taking a bath, Casey practiced Xuanjin in the living room, since the
last time Casey felt he was fast to the bottleneck, he began to work
harder.
He now desperately wanted to break through to perfection, and from
the perspective of those he was in contact with, it was only by breaking



through to perfection that he could ensure his survival in the event of
an emergency.
Like the five masters of sublimation to assassinate last time, if not with
the array plate, the consequence would be bad.
If Casey had broken through to the perfection of Xuanjin, Casey
believed that five masters of sublimation, they would not be his
opponent.
Just as he was concentrating on the practice of Xuanjin, the doorbell
suddenly rang outside.
Casey opened his eyes, showed a trace of doubt, and wondered who it
was.
He opened the door, only to find that Natasha is standing at the door in
a loose pajamas. Seeing that Casey opened the door, she gave a
classical etiquette.
“Good evening, Casey.”
Casey looked at Natasha in a daze. He did not expect she would be here.
Did she sneak him back here?
“Why are you here?” Casey asked.
“My house is next door to the villa you live in. I think it must be god's
arrangement that you and I meet each other here.” Natasha said softly.
Casey was speechless. He did not expect Natasha lived in the next door.

At that moment he felt hidden smells around the villa, so he released
his god mind and observed it.
There were a dozen well-trained armed men wearing black clothes
people in the dark, observing the situation. If there was something
wrong, they would immediately rushed in and surrounded Casey.
Casey smiled. He knew these people should be from Andrew family to
protect Natasha, after all, Andrew family would not rest assured to let
Natasha contact Casey alone.
“Miss, it's late. I think you'd better go back at once. You're weak and
don’t get a cold.” Casey opened his mouth.
“Can I live with you?” Natasha asked directly.
“No.” Casey answered firmly.
“I just want to discuss martial arts with you. I will never have any
unreasonable thoughts for you.” Natasha said.
Casey was silent for a few seconds. Looking at Natasha’s fragile body,
even if she had a wild idea, Casey thought she could do nothing. This girl
had been protected well by Andrew family and she did not know the
sinister side of people.



“No. I'm going to sleep.”
Casey coldly said Natasha and then closed the door.
She wasn't going to give Natasha a chance, so he had to be ruthless.
Natasha stared at the closed door, transfixed for a long time, and then
muttered to herself, “Nice character. I like it.”
Then she stood in the doorway for a while, and then she turned and
went back to the villa next door.
Casey watched Natasha with his god mind, frowning.
Had known so, he should not have promised to Thomas to investigate
the mystery and the banquet in S Country.
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Without thinking more, Casey sat cross-legged on the sofa and
continued to practice.
The next morning.
Casey got up, holding Muramasa, came to the courtyard of the villa and
began to practice mysterious technique of using knife.
At this time, a figure had appeared in the yard outside the fence,
seriously staring at Casey.
Casey did not care about it and began to practice. The air in the
courtyard had a slight tremor because of Casey’s move.
Natasha stood outside the yard staring at Casey's move and was
completely shocked by Casey's posture.
The dust on the ground danced with Casey's body and formed a visible
air stream. If you look closely, you can see that the air stream formed by
the dust actually takes on the shape of a dragon.
This technique was from Nine Dragons Binding Array by Casey.
Although the momentum was far from the Nine Dragons Binding Array,
but it was not comparable by the common technique.
After displaying, Casey got sweat down from his forehead.
Natasha who had been staring at Casey cheered up, “Good, good!”
“Casey, you can teach me that?”
Casey turned to look at her and said, “Your body is too weak, I'm afraid
it is hard for you to take a knife, even if I teach you, you cannot get it.”
Hearing Casey said so, Natasha was disappointed.
“But I can teach you a trick that will improve your body. It won't make
you the best, but it will be very easy to strengthen your body to a
normal level if you keep practicing.” Casey continued.
Natasha's eyes brightened and she said, “Really?”



Casey nodded.
The trick he was talking about was, of course, a crash version of
breathing.
He suddenly changed his attitude to Natasha, not because of his
conscience, but this morning, he received the message from Brewer.
They had got some indications of a 10,000-person banquet, and Moss
City was really planning a grand event of epic proportions in the central
plaza these days.
There would be nearly ten thousand people to participate in this grand
event, and only the upper class of S Country could participate in this
grand event, ordinary people were not eligible to participate.
And it was the Andrew family who held it.
Brewer, despite his influence in Moss City, was unable to get a ticket to
the event.
So if Casey wanted to attend it, he only could make a move from the
Andrew family.
As it happened, Natasha was the lady of the Andrew family.
So in order to smoothly attend the event, Casey could only choose to
have a good relationship with Natasha.
Of course, he was not purely using Natasha, after all, he had planned to
teach Natasha the method of breathing, which in Casey's view, was
equivalent trade.
Natasha who was naïve, naturally didn't know what Casey thought.
Hearing that Casey would teach her a trick to improve her physical
condition, she rushed to Casey's yard.
Because she ran too fast, Natasha did not control her balance. When
she rushed forward, she fell into the arms of Casey.________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 987 Your Chest Is Strong

Casey held Natasha, who had almost fallen to the ground, and felt the
warmth from her.
Compared with the average person, Natasha's body temperature
seemed to be much lower.
Natasha just lay down in Casey's arms, seeming to enjoy this feeling a
bit.
Casey quickly held her steady and asked her to stand where she was.
Just now, the people hiding around the villa were ready to take action.
If Casey let Natasha stay in his arms for a while, those people would
probably attack him.



He still needed to rely on the Andrew family to enter the banquet, so
naturally he couldn't provoke those people.
Natasha looked at Casey happily, and said, "Casey, your chest is very
strong. I like it."
Casey looked at Natasha speechlessly, and said, "The wall over there is
stronger. You might like that too."
Natasha chuckled immediately and said, "You are so funny."
Casey sighed helplessly. If this banquet hadn't been hosted by the
Andrew family, he would have asked Brewer to arrange a new residence
for him.
"Where are we going to learn the tricks you said? Are we going to the
room?" Natasha looked at Casey expectantly.
"No. I will teach you here," Casey said.
Natasha nodded, looking innocent.
"But before I teach you, I need you to promise me one thing." Casey
stared at Natasha and said.
"What's the matter?" Natasha asked.

"Is your family planning a grand banquet recently?"
Natasha nodded.
"When will this banquet be held?" Casey asked.
"In three days," Natasha replied.
"I hope you can take me to this banquet at that time," Casey said.
"Okay, no problem." Natasha thought Casey would make some
excessive demands, but he just asked her to take him to the banquet.
Hearing Natasha's promise, Casey also nodded, and immediately said,
"Then I will teach you the tricks you said now."
After that, Casey began to teach Natasha's quick version of deep
breathing.
Natasha listened very carefully. Obviously, she hoped that she could be
healthy.
Not far away, the steward and the bodyguard, who were always paying
attention to the situation in the courtyard of Casey's villa, looked at this
scene with a little emotion on their faces.
"I haven't seen such a happy smile on Miss Andrew's face for a long
time. It seems that this man from C Country really arouses Miss
Andrew's interest," the steward said.
"It's a pity that Miss Andrew is naturally weak. Without the protection
of the Andrew family, it would be even more difficult for her to grow
up. Although she seems to be no different from normal people, the



doctor concluded that she is nearing the end of her life."
"Well, as long as the she is happy, it doesn't matter whether she is in
contact with the people from S Country or C Country."
"I hope this guy can really bring some changes to her. Even if he can
make her happy, it's worth it."
...
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For the next two days, Natasha had been learning the quick version of
deep breathing from Casey.
Natasha wanted to stay with Casey 24 hours a day, and asked to sleep
in Casey's villa at night. Of course, Casey would definitely not agree.
This naive girl had no ambiguous thoughts about sleeping with a man.
Coupled with the protection of the Andrew family to her, she thought
everyone was kind and were no people with bad intentions.
For Natasha's mentality, Casey was not sure whether it was good or
bad. If the Andrew family could protect Natasha so well for the rest of
her life, Natasha's life was indeed happier and better than everyone
else.
But once Natasha came into contact with the sinister society, even a
small detail would cause an unimaginable blow to Natasha. Of course, it
had nothing to do with Casey. He only needed to make a deal with
Natasha so that he could enter the banquet smoothly.
Natasha's talent was still a little beyond Casey's expectation. She just
began to learn the quick version of the deep breathing few days ago,
she got the ropes, and her learning speed was very fast.
However, in two days, Natasha's spirit been greatly improved.
Obviously, she was much more energetic than before.
This also made Casey even more convinced that the quick version of
deep breathing change Natasha's physical condition.
The Andrew family were also very surprised by the changes in Natasha.
They didn't understand what Casey used to make Natasha, who had
always been pale and weak, become so energetic.
Although they didn't understand how Casey did it, from observations,
Casey had no malicious intent towards Natasha, and Natasha's situation
spoke for itself.
Perhaps the mood would really affect a person's health.
That morning, Casey came to the yard early, and after exercise, he
waited for Natasha to come over.



Tomorrow was the time for the banquet, and Casey needed to find out
the origin of the mysterious man and why he was holding this banquet.
For this mission, Casey was still a little worried. After all, this mysterious
man could cultivate five masters at initial stage of sublimation in a short
time, which showed he was extremely strong.
Casey didn't know if Thomas hadn't arrived in Moss City. If he
confronted the mysterious man tomorrow and had no choice but to
fight against him, without Thomas's help, Casey really didn't think his
could deal with mysterious man.
Up to now, he could only act according to circumstances.
After a while, Natasha came to Casey's yard with a happy look and
smiled and said to Casey, "Casey, we will not practice the deep
breathing today. I have convinced the housekeeper and he allowed me
to go to the amusement park for a day."
Casey was taken aback for a moment, and asked, "Go to the
amusement park?"
Natasha nodded and said, "Yeah, they didn't allow me to go before.
They were afraid that I could not play those items in the amusement
park. However, my health has improved a lot in the past two days. It
should be no problem. They allow me to go there today."
"Let's go quickly, lest they regret it later."
After speaking, Natasha walked over and grabbed Casey's arm, leading
him to the outside.
Casey smiled helplessly. Natasha had mastered the method of deep
breathing. As long as she kept practicing, it was easy for her to be
healthy, and she might become healthier than ordinary people.
So, he didn't refuse, and walked out with her.
Natasha took Casey's arm directly, like a happy little fairy.
When they reached the door, a red Ferrari stopped in front of them.
A handsome youth from S Country came down, staring at Casey angrily.
Obviously, the movement of Natasha holding Casey's arm made him
very upset.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 988 Going to The Amusement Park

"Natasha, who is this guy? Why are you holding his arm?" the young
man said coldly.
Natasha stared at the young man and said, "Jacoff, why are you here?"
"I am here to accompany you. Tell me, who is this guy and why are you
holding his arm?" Jacoff Novin said angrily to Natasha.



"He is my teacher," Natasha said.
"Bullshit. Stay away from Natasha quickly. She is my fiancee, if you dare
to stay so close to her, don't blame me for being rude to you!" Jacoff
quickly yelled at Casey.
Seeing that Jacoff dared to be so rude to Casey, Natasha instantly
turned gloomy.
"Jacoff, you have got a liberty. It is the Novin family's wishful thinking
that I am your fiancee. I never agreed. If you keep being so rude to
Casey, I will let my father sanction you."
Natasha's voice was not loud, but no one dared to ignore her.
Jacoff flagged instantly after hearing Natasha's words. It was obvious
that he did not dare to be too presumptuous in front of Natasha.
"Natasha, this person is from C Country, right? He is not a good person
at first glance. He must have some ulterior motives for approaching
you. I am doing this for your own good." Jacoff looked concerned.
"Shut up, if you continue slandering Casey, I'll call my father right
away." Natasha didn't listen to Jacoff's words.
Jacoff narrowed his neck when he heard Natasha's words, and did not
dare to say anything about Casey.
The Novin family was also a very influential family in S Country, but
compared with the Andrew family, it was much inferior.
Jacoff was the young master of the Novin family.
Because the elders of the two families said many years ago that the
children of the two families should be married after they grow up, the
Novin family had always believed that Natasha would definitely marry
Jacoff in the future.
But the Andrew family didn't recognize this, and thought it was just a
joke.

Of course, they did not object to Jacoff's pursuit of Natasha. As long as
he could capture Natasha's heart, the Andrew family would not mind
Natasha marrying Jacoff.
Everything was based on Natasha's own wishes.
Jacoff believed that as the young master of the Novin family, he was
one of a thousand talents, and it was just a matter of time to win
Natasha's love.
Although Natasha had always been cold to him, he had never given up.
After all, in his impression, Natasha's attitude towards others was even
colder.
Now that Natasha took the initiative to take a man's arm and looked



happy, Jacoff suddenly felt a sense of crisis. That's why he was so angry.
the Novin family naturally knew Natasha's physical condition and knew
that she would not live long.
However, it did not affect the Novin family to establish close ties with
the Andre family through Natasha.
Jacoff naturally did not want to marry a sick girl as his wife, but for the
sake of the family, he was willing to marry Natasha.
After all, he could still lead a gay life outside. It didn't matter to him
who he married.
"Casey, let's go," Natasha said to Casey.
A black business car was parked in front of Natasha's villa, and they
walked over there.
Jacoff gritted his teeth, glared at Casey's back sully, and then hurriedly
followed.
"Natasha, what are you two going to do?" Jacoff adjusted his tone,
trying to make himself seem calm.
"Go to the amusement park," Natasha replied.
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"Let me go with you. The largest amusement park in Moss City is owned
by my family. I will call them to clear the set now," Jacoff said.
"No, it won't be fun if no other costumers there. I like the buzz,"
Natasha replied.
Jacoff smiled awkwardly and said, "Then I will go with you, and I can
also give you some preferential treatment."
Casey and Natasha got in the black business car. Although Jacoff could
see that Natasha didn't want him to follow, he still got in the car.
Considering the relationship between the Andrew family and the Novin
family, Natasha did not drive Jacoff out of the car.
Along the way, Natasha only chatted with Casey, and didn't mean to
talk to Jacoff at all.
Jacoff sat there alone. Natasha ignored all his words, which made him
embarrassed.
Because of this, Jacoff's hatred for Casey grew stronger, and he even
showed a murderous look at Casey.
He had regarded Casey as an obstacle for him to get Natasha.
He thought that Casey must be eliminated!
It didn't take long for them to arrive at the amusement park, the one
invested by the Novin family.



After Natasha entered the amusement park, looking at the dazzling
array of rides, with a look of excitement, she immediately dragged
Casey to play the roller coaster.
Jacoff had a natural fear of such an exciting project. He hesitated for a
long time, and finally did not dare to play with Casey Natasha.
Casey, as a man who dared to jump straight down a 100-meter cliff, the
roller coaster was not challenging for him.
After they played the roller coaster, they went to play pirate ship,
jumping machine, big carousel and other scaring projects.
Jacoff was completely reduced to an errand runner, responsible for
buying tickets and water for Natasha and Casey.
After playing , Natasha felt unprecedented happiness. She never
thought that the amusement park was so fun.
Coupled with the changes brought to her body by the quick version of
deep breathing, Natasha felt that she could finally enjoy these just like
normal people.
"Casey, let's go bungee jumping!" Natasha looked at the bungee
jumping platform not far away, with a hint of excitement in her eyes.
"Okay," Casey replied.
"Let's go back after playing this," Natasha said as she led Casey towards
the bungee jumping platform.
Jacoff was full of helplessness, wondering why Natasha liked to play
such scary projects.
But at this moment, his eyes brightened up, and a thought flashed
through his mind like lightning.
The reason why he was afraid of playing such exciting projects was
because he was afraid of accidents. After all, in these projects, once an
accident occurred, there was basically no possibility of survival.
Even if there was no possibility of accidents with these devices, he was
not willing to take risks.
Now Casey was going to bungee jumping. If the bungee rope was
broken, wouldn't he die?
In theory, the rope of bungee jumping couldn't be broken.
But the amusement park was invested by the Novin family. It was quite
easy to make the rope break.
Thinking of this, Jacoff showed a bad smile, and then quickly followed
them._
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 989 The Rope Is Broken



Although there were not many people who dared to try bungee
jumping, there were still some bold people lining up here.
Casey and Natasha stood at the back of the line, waiting for the person
in front to go up.
Jacoff stared at them, then smiled and said, "Wait here first, and I'll go
up and arrange it for you."
After speaking, he walked straight to the bungee jumping platform.
Not long after, Jacoff walked down from above again, with an expectant
smile on his face.
"I have arranged it. You can go up and play directly later. I will ask them
to prepare the best safety equipment for you two. After all, once there
is a problem with the device, the player is likely to die," Jacoff smiled,
and glanced at Casey.
"Well, Just prepare for Natasha alone. I won't play," Casey said.
Hearing what Casey said, Jacoff immediately became anxious, and said
quickly, "No, I have already prepared one for you. Anyway, you're
already here, it's a shame not to play."
"Yeah, Casey, I'm actually a little scared. Please, play with me. You can
jump first and give me courage." Natasha also blinked her big eyes and
said.
Hearing what the two people say, Casey nodded and said, "Well."
Although the thrilling degree of bungee jumping was far less than that
of the last time he jumped off the 100m cliff, bungee jumping was
carried out with safety measures. Casey had never experienced it
before, so it was OK to have a try.
It didn't take long for those people in front of Casey and the others to
end their bungee jumping experience, and it was Casey's turn.
Casey, Natasha and Jacoff stood on the bungee jumping platform.
Natasha glanced down from the railing, and said with a frightened look,
"Wow, it's so high, it's so exciting to jump from such a high place."
Jacoff smiled and said, "Natasha, you are so courageous. I dare not
experience it."

After speaking, he glanced at the staff on the bungee jumping platform
and gave him a look.
The staff member nodded at Jacoff and said, "Which of you three will
try first?"
Jacoff immediately looked at Casey and said, "Natasha wanted you to
try first and give her courage. Why don't you just go first?"
Casey didn't care, so he nodded and said, "Then I'll try it first."



The staff immediately took the rope and began to tie Casey's feet.
Jacoff had already explained to the staff member and asked him to do
something when he tied the rope.
This staff member was proficient in various rope tying methods, and it
was easy to pretend that there was a problem with the rope.
After a while, the staff tied the rope to Casey and asked him to stand on
the edge of the bungee jumping platform.
Casey walked to the side and glanced down. There was a lake directly
underneath. There were several boats on the lake. From this position,
the boats looked like ants.
"Casey, would you like me to cheer up for you. Are you very nervous
now?" Natasha said, staring at Casey.
She looked more nervous than Casey.
Casey turned his head and smiled at Natasha, and said, "No, it's just
bungee jumping.There's nothing to be nervous about."
After speaking, he jumped off directly.
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Seeing Casey jump down so decisively, Natasha showed open worship
as she looked at him.
Jacoff didn't expect Casey to jump down so worship. He hurried to the
guardrail and looked down.
Casey's figure quickly fell downward, and just after the rope was
straightened, the rope that should have been stretched due to the
weight of the person actually broke free from Casey's feet.
Casey noticed the problem immediately. He glanced at his feet, and
found that the rope had indeed broken free.
He didn't expect such an accident to happen. He ran Xunjin in his body
instantly, and then a thin energy shield appeared all over his body.
Although there was a lake underneath, due to the water surface
tension, the impact of jumping from a place as high as the bungee
jumping platform on the water surface was not much different from
that on the cement ground.
But Casey, who had experienced once, didn't panic at all. After all, for
him, it would just wet his clothes.
Jacoff on the bungee jumping platform saw the rope break free from
Casey's feet, and immediately exclaimed, "The rope is broken!"
Natasha, who was still admiring Casey's decisiveness, turned pale
hearing Jacoff's shout. She leaned toward the guardrail, looked down,



and found Casey's body was indeed off the rope.
She quickly turned her head, looked at the staff member, and asked,
"Why is this happening?!"
The staff member pretended to be panicked and said, "I...I don't know, I
obviously tied the rope."
Natasha didn't have time to interrogate the staff member, and quickly
turned and ran under the bungee jumping platform.
Upon seeing this, Jacoff hurriedly followed and shouted, "Natasha, slow
down. Even if you go down, nothing will change. Watch your step."
Natasha ignored him at all and ran down as fast as she could.
Not long after, Natasha reached the ground, ran to the lake quickly, and
saw ripples in the middle of the lake.
At this time, many people had gathered here, staring at the location in
the middle of the lake.
"Have you seen that bungee jumping rope is broken?"
"My God, doesn't it mean that the probability of this kind of thing
happening is smaller than winning the lottery? How unlucky that man
is! Such a thing actually happened to him."
"At such a high distance, there is not much difference between the
water surface and the cement surface. Just listening to his voice falling
into the water, I know that this man must be in danger."
…
Natasha listened to the words of the people around her, looked
worried, and shouted to Jacoff on the side, "Isn't this amusement park
yours? Go find someone to save Casey!"
Jacoff looked at her and pretended to be sad and said, "Natasha, the
chances of survival from falling from this height are slim. No one
thought he would encounter such a thing. Don't be too sad. People
can't rise from the dead..."
Before he finished speaking, a man climbed from the lake to the shore
and stood in front of them. It was Casey.
When they saw this scene, they were so frightened that they couldn't
speak.
Jacoff also stared at Casey in amazement. He looked like he was seeing
a ghost. He turned pale and began to stammer.
"You... why did you climb up?"
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 990 Banquet

"What? Should I still stay in the water?" Casey stared at Jacoff and



asked.
Jacoff suddenly became embarrassed and said, "I... I didn't mean that, I
mean, You fell from such a high place and didn't hurt at all."
"It's not too high. I don't know why the rope broke free. Maybe the staff
didn't tie it well," Casey said, staring Jacoff.
Jacoff suddenly became guilty, and he dared not look directly at Casey.
Casey immediately noticed something wrong with Jacoff, and guessed
that this matter was probably related to Jacoff.
But he didn't plan to get even with Jacoff now. Tomorrow was the day
of the banquet. If he killed Jacoff at this time, he would not be able to
attend the banquet tomorrow.
So he didn't ask anything, and it was not too late to get even with Jacoff
in the future.
Natasha was relieved to see that Casey was fine. She asked with
concern, "Casey, how are you feeling now? Let's go to the hospital for a
check. If there is an internal injury, it will be troublesome.”
Sometimes when a person was seriously injured, the body's
self-protection mechanism would make the brain feel no pain, so the
person would look no different from a normal person.
However, this situation generally did not last long. After a while, the
person may fall down.
Casey smiled and said, "It's okay. If I have an internal injury, I can't even
climb ashore."
"The distance from where I fell into the water to the shore is not short.
It was even laborious for normal person to swim here. If I have internal
injuries, do you think I can come up?"
Natasha glanced at the bottom of the bungee jumping platform and
found that it was really far away from the shore. Casey was the one who
defeated her carefully trained boxing champion with a single punch. His
body strength was definitely not comparable to that of ordinary people.
Thus, she secretly breathed a sigh of relief.

"I was really scared just now. I have to ask the staff member how he
tied the rope!"
Natasha looked angry, and immediately went to the bungee jumping
stage to find the staff member.
Casey stopped her and said, "No, this situation should not be caused by
the staff member. Even if he did it, he might be ordered by others.
Forget it for the time being."
After speaking, Casey glanced at Jacoff next to him.



Jacoff sighed, his eyes filled with anxiety. Seeing Casey like this, he
should be suspected.
But Casey didn't seem to want to pursue it, he seemed to be afraid of
the strength of the Novin family.
Jacoff thought, "Well, even if you didn't get hurt after falling down from
such a high place, you could do nothing to me."
"Now that you know the strength of the Novin family, it's best to get
away from Natasha as soon as possible, otherwise you will not be able
to survive when the time comes!"
Thinking about it this way, Jacoff's feeling of guilty conscience
disappeared instantly. A hint of arrogance arose in him, and his gaze at
Casey no longer flickered.
All the people were amazed after finding Casey, who fell down from
such a high place, didn't get hurt at all.
"It must be a miracle, that guy fell from such a high place, and nothing
happened at all."
"God, this person should be from C Country. He must have practiced
some magical skills, otherwise it is impossible to be fine after falling
down from such a high place, and more importantly, he also had a
long-distance swimming!"
"Couldn't it be just a last gasp before death? Maybe he will fall to the
ground and can't get up later."
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Because of Casey, Natasha naturally did not dare to go bungee jumping
again, and their trip to the amusement park was over.
Although Casey didn't plan to go to interrogate the staff member,
Natasha still scolded him severely, and then asked Jacoff to punish the
staff member.
Jacoff also pretended to scold the staff member angrily, and finally fired
him.
After that, they left the park and returned to the villa.
That night, Natasha knocked on Casey's door five times, each time
asking about Casey's feelings and whether anything was wrong with
him.
Casey always told Natasha that he was fine and she didn't have to worry
about him so much.
But Natasha had been restless, so every once in a while, she came to



ask Casey.
It wasn't until the next morning when Natasha saw Casey come out to
do exercise on time, that she finally felt relieved.
Today was the day when the banquet was held. Casey had already
asked the Pantheon that whether Thomas had come to Moss City.
As a result, the reply from the Pantheon to Casey was that they was not
quite clear about the whereabouts of Thomas, and asked Casey to find a
way to contact Thomas by himself.
Casey suddenly felt troubled. Thomas, who had lived for more than 150
years, naturally didn't know how to use a mobile phone. He had no way
to contact him.
So today Casey could only go to the banquet alone first. He had no idea
that whether Thomas would showed up at that time.
Anyway, even if he couldn't handle the mysterious person, it was not
difficult for him to run away.
The banquet was in the evening, and Casey waited patiently until the
evening, and then followed Natasha to the central square.
At this time, the central square had been blocked, and ordinary people
had no way to enter. There was an entrance on each side of the square.
People who wanted to attend the banquet must have an admission
ticket issued by the Andrew family
These admission tickets were all occupied by people from the upper
class of S Country, and ordinary people were naturally not eligible to get
them.
Because the Andrew family publicized that there was great expert who
would choose disciples at the banquet, these people from the upper
class of S Country wanted a chance to have a meteoric rise, so they
were very interested in this banquet.
Casey followed Natasha into the square, naturally without any
hindrance.
At this time, many people had gathered in the square, and the banquet
with the scale of ten thousand people seemed to be quite large.
At this time, a high platform had been built in the center of the square,
and many people tried their best to lean over to the high platform in
order to be favored by the superior.
Casey and Natasha also went to the front of the high platform. Those
who could come to this position were usually the core members of the
Andrew family and the Novin family.
Jacoff was already on the square at this time. He saw Casey and
Natasha coming, and immediately showed a sneer.



He was very confident that he would be favored by the expert this time,
and by then, Casey would not be worth his attention.
"Boy, wait and see, when I become a disciple of the master, I will
definitely teach you a hard lesson!"_______________
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 991 The Mysterious Man Appeared

As soon as he came to the front of the high platform, Casey released his
god mind, wanting to see if the mysterious man had arrived on the
square.
But after a glance, Casey didn't find any suspicious person, and the
mysterious person should have not arrived yet.
What made Casey a bit of a troubled was that he did not find the trace
of the mysterious man, nor did he find the trace of Thomas.
This old guy was really unreliable. He had agreed that Casey was only in
charge of investigating. If something happened, Thomas would take
action to solve the problem. However, this he had not appeared until
now. Casey even doubted whether he had already forgotten it.
At this time Jacoff walked in front of Casey and Natasha and said,
"Natasha, this banquet is only allowed for people from the upper class
of S Country. It is not appropriate for you to bring him over."
"It's none of your business that who I bring." Natasha said coldly to
Jacoff.
Jacoff smiled and said, "It's fine, it's okay to bring him here. Anyway, the
person expert is looking for is someone of pure descent of S Country,
and he can only watch here."
"Natasha, I heard that the mysterious expert who hosted this banquet
will select disciples on the spot. I am determined to get this chance.
When I become a disciple of the expert, I will propose to you."
Natasha gave Jacoff a disgusting look and said, "I won't agree."
Jacoff didn't care. In his opinion, when he became a disciple of the
expert, the Andrew family would beg him to marry Natasha.
After about half an hour, almost all the people who came to the
banquet came in, and the square became crowded and noisy.
At this time, several people on the high platform came out carrying a
rectangular box. The box was about two meters long and covered with a
piece of cloth. Others didn't know what was inside.
After the few people put the box on the high platform, they turned and
left.
At this time, a man in a black robe came up from behind the high



platform.

This man was in his 50s or 60s, his hair was half black and half white,
and he combed it with a hairpin.
The clothing of this person was also quite retro, like the dressing style of
the feudal period of C Country.
But no one thought he was strange, but felt that he was unpredictable
and extraordinary.
After seeing the person, Casey's eyes suddenly narrowed, then
immediately released his god mind and scanned the person again.
What Casey didn't expect was that he couldn't see the strength of this
person. That man looked like an ordinary person, but Casey could
clearly felt a smell of danger from him.
Before, Casey had only felt this pressure in front of Thomas and
Fleming.
It showed that the person on the high platform had at least reached the
advanced stage of sublimation, and may be stronger!
And when Casey was observing the man on the high platform with god
mind, the man also cast his gaze towards Casey.
He could actually feel that Casey was observing him with god mind!
Casey took back his god mind immediately. At that moment, he also
confirmed that Thomas hadn't arrived yet.
If he was the only one to face this mysterious person on the high
platform today, it would be another hard fight.
After taking a look at Casey, the mysterious man also showed a joking
smile on his face, and muttered, "Unexpectedly, I could still meet a
strong guy here. He should have been observing me with his god mind
just now. Well, it's really unexpected."
"Awakening god soul at this age, even in Cangyuan World, he is a top
genius."
"Fortunately, the guy is not strong enough. Otherwise, it will be hard to
fight against a strong man with god soul."
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"But he appeared just right. I will drain the power in his body later and
put it in the container I have cultivated. Maybe it will make the
container I prepared quietly reach an unprecedented new height."
He was not in a hurry, he also thought about why Casey would appear
here.



Whatever the reason, it didn't matter to him. After all, it wouldn't take
him much time to deal with such a little guy.
"Everyone, you must have known I will select some of you with good
aptitude, so that you can get an unprecedented power."
"All of you who are selected by me will start a new life. I will let your
value be maximized."
"Next, I will make a selection, I hope everyone can take the initiative to
coordinate with me."
The mysterious man said loudly, and everyone present immediately
became excited.
Then the mysterious man took out a wooden sign from his clothes and
threw it into the air. The wooden sign instantly emitted bursts of black
light, and in the blink of an eye, the entire square was enveloped in.
When everyone saw this scene, they all exclaimed that it was a miracle.
At the same time, they believed that the person on the high platform
was indeed an unpredictable expert, and their desire to be selected
became more and more anxious.
After the light emitted by that wooden sign wrapped everyone in, the
mysterious man also showed a trace of expectation.
The light emitted from this wooden sign was equivalent to an
enchantment, and all people in the enchantment, without the
permission of a mysterious person, would not be able to leave this
enchantment in this life.
These people on the square still didn't know what kind of crisis they
were facing, and they were still immersed in the fantasies of being
favored by the expert.
"The expert's methods are so magical. If I become his apprentice, I will
surely soar up into the sky with one start in the future!"
Bright lights flashed in Jacoff's eyes. He wished wishing to rush to the
high platform now and worship that mysterious man as his teacher.
"Next, I will give you an example, so that you can understand how I will
let you play your value."
The mysterious man said something, and then his gaze turned to
Casey's side.
Because Jacoff was standing with Casey, he thought that the mysterious
man was looking at him, and almost called out excitedly.
"It seems that I really am a person with excellent talents, and the expert
has taken a fancy to me at a glance!"
At this time, the mysterious man pointed his finger at Casey and said,
"Young man, you can come up first. You are the first person I picked."



Everyone immediately looked at Casey, full of envy.
Jacoff looked dumbfounded. He didn't expect that the expert would
choose Casey, a man from C Country.
He immediately became anxious and shouted at the mysterious man,
"This guy is from C Country, and he doesn't have the orthodox blood of
S Country. I'm the one with noble blood. Sir, you should choose me!"
Casey looked at Jacoff and felt speechless for a while. This guy didn't
know that all the selected people went up to die.
But he wouldn't explain to Jacoff, since he was really eager to die, then
he would let him do what he wanted.
"He's right, his blood is noble, you can choose him."
Casey glanced at the mysterious man and said lightly.____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 992 I Won't Let You Hurt Casey

The mysterious man was also taken aback when he heard Casey's
words, and then he understood that Casey should already know what
kind of situation he was in now.
Therefore, he didn't insist on asking Casey to go to the stage. After all,
no matter who he used to demonstrate to everyone, the final result
would be the same.
He didn't think that with Casey's strength, he could escape.
So he glanced at Jacoff and said, "Then you come up and give everyone
a demonstration."
Seeing that the mysterious man actually gave up Casey and chose him,
Jacoff immediately showed a trace of excitement in his eyes, and turned
his head to give Casey a triumphant look.
Then he quickly got up on the high platform and stood respectfully in
front of the mysterious man.
Natasha looked at Casey in a confused, and asked, "Why are you giving
this opportunity to him?"
Casey smiled at Natasha and said, "This is not a good opportunity. If I
guess it is right, he should be in danger."
"Danger?" Natasha was confused.
Casey nodded, looking serious. He said, "Although I don't know why this
person is hosting this grand banquet. He must cherish evil designs."
"If I'm not wrong, the black light curtains around the square have
trapped us here. If something happens later, remember to run as far as
possible to the edge of the light curtain. No matter whether you can get
out or not, go there and wait. Did you hear that?"



When Natasha heard Casey's words, she looked at Casey in confusion.
In her opinion, this should be a grand event. Why would Casey say
something terrible would happen later?
However, despite the doubts in her heart, Natasha nodded to Casey.
For some unaccountable reason, she felt that she should trust Casey
unconditionally.
Casey took a deep breath. The strength of this mysterious man was
profound. There would be a hard fight later. Casey could be sure of the
situation at that time, and naturally he had no time to take care of
Natasha.

Now he could only hope that Natasha would be lucky enough.
The mysterious man opened the lid on the rectangular box, revealing
the person lying inside.
The man's eyes were closed tightly, and his forehead was covered with
intricate black patterns, which looked quite strange.
Jacoff glanced at the person in the box, and was shocked. He didn't
know why the expert put a person in the box, and it looked so terrifying.
The mysterious man smiled at Jacoff, and said, "Don't be afraid, stay
closer to me, and soon you will be able to give full play to the greatest
value of your life."
Although Jacoff was nervous, he did not dare to disobey the orders of
the mysterious man, and immediately walked towards the box.
Seeing Jacoff approaching, the mysterious man immediately formed a
complicated magical print on his hand, and then a violent force
appeared, covering Jacoff's body
In the next second, Jacoff felt a strong suction appearing all over him. A
ripple of fear passed through him, and he instinctively retreated to the
back.
But it was too late. Jacoff felt that he could no longer move. The suction
was getting stronger and stronger. He felt that his vitality was draining,
all of which was flowing into the person lying in the box.
"No!" Jacoff screamed, and then everyone saw that Jacoff had become
a corpse.
When everyone saw the mysterious man make magical print, they
thought he was going to perform some miracle, but in the end such a
terrifying scene appeared.
Everyone screamed in fright, and the square suddenly became chaotic.
"It's terrible, what the hell is this! Why did that person become a
corpse!"
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"Oh my god, that person must be a devil. Run away!"
"Why? That living person became a corpse that in the blink of an eye!
Am I really not having a nightmare?"
...
Natasha was also shocked when she saw this scene, and then turned to
look at Casey. There was a haunted look in her eyes.
She didn't expect that mysterious people held this banquet with evil
purposes.
Casey stared at Natasha and said, "Remember what I said just now. Run
to the edge as much as possible, and stay away from crowded places."
Natasha nodded seriously at Casey.
At this time, the mysterious man had already looked towards the
audience. He showed a bright smile and said, "Don't panic. Not all of
you present today will end up like this. I will give priority to those with
good aptitudes, so that power gained is pure enough."
After everyone heard the mysterious man's words, they immediately
ran towards the distance in fright.
"Everyone, run! This man is a devil!"
The Andrew family who was in charge of preparing the banquet did not
expect such a situation to happen, and the security forces instantly took
action and rushed towards the mysterious person.
Each of them had a gun in his hand, and without hesitation, they shot
the mysterious man on the high platform.
But the strange thing was that when the bullets approached the
mysterious person, they stopped instantly, as if they were caught by an
invisible hand.
The mysterious man looked at the bullets around him, with a smile on
his face, and muttered, "People in this world are really interesting.
Ordinary people can explode with such a powerful force by relying on
such gadgets. It is not available in my world."
"But to me, this level of power is no different from ants, so give up
quickly."
As soon as he finished speaking, those bullets all turned around, and
they shot at those people of the Andrew family quickly, piercing them
all through and killing them.
When everyone saw this scene, the expressions on their faces became
even more flustered. A person who could not even be killed by a bullet



was definitely the most terrifying demon.
The mysterious man killed the security force of the Andrew family, and
then turned his head and looked over to Casey.
From the beginning to the end, Casey didn't move, and kept staring
coldly at the mysterious man.
"Boy, if I guessed correctly, you come here because of me?" the
mysterious man said.
Casey pulled Muramasa out of the scabbard, looked at the mysterious
man calmly, and said, "You are right."
"Have your elders have told that it is far worse to deal with me with
your little strength?" The mysterious man laughed.
Casey didn't speak again, and was already preparing for the upcoming
battle.
"Come here obediently by yourself, I can still let you die without pain.
Otherwise, you will regret living in this world." The mysterious man
raised a hand and pointed to Casey.
At this moment, a woman stood in front of Casey, and it was Natasha.
"I don't allow you to kill Casey. I can replace Casey!"_
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 993 Vital Moments

Casey looked at Natasha standing in front of him with a slight stunned
look.
The mysterious man was also taken aback, then looked at Natasha and
said with a smile, "Unexpectedly, there was a little girl who took the
initiative to die for you. It's really touching."
"In that case, I will fulfill your wish!"
After speaking, a long whip appeared in the mysterious man's hand,
wrapping around Natasha's body.
Upon seeing this, Casey hurriedly dragged Natasha behind him, and
shouted, "I asked you to run away. You will only distract me, and then
we will both have to die!"
He waved the Muramasa in his hand and tried his best to block the long
whip that the mysterious man wielded.
Casey only felt that his scalp was a little numb. This was just the most
common blow of the mysterious person. As a result, Casey resisted with
all his strength and almost failed to resist it. It was easy to know how
strong this mysterious person was.
When Natasha hear Casey shouting at her, she immediately came back
to her mind. Now it's not the time to be mad. In front of this terrifying



demon, negotiation was useless. She would only be killed for nothing.
So, she quickly turned around and ran towards the edge of the light
curtain.
According to Casey's instructions, she did not run with most people, but
ran in a direction with relatively few people.
These people rushed to the edge of the light curtain. They thought they
were going to escape the disaster, but they were surprised to find that
they couldn't get out of the light curtain at all.
This place was like a prison at this time, trapping them all inside.
Natasha already knew it, so she was not too surprised. She kept Casey's
advice in her heart and stayed in a place with few people.
"Casey, you must be safe." Natasha looked in Casey's direction and
prayed silently in her heart.
Casey was relieved to see Natasha running away.

On the whole square, Casey only cared Natasha a little. After all, Casey
relied on her to enter here. At that time, Natasha laid down her life for
him, which moved him.
So if possible, Casey would still save Natasha.
As for the other people in the square, Casey was helpless. Their survival
depended on fate.
Seeing Casey blocking his attack, the mysterious man raised his
eyebrows, and said with a smile, "Unexpectedly, you can resist my blow.
It is really unexpected."
Casey didn't hesitate at all and used Cabala directly. He knew very well
that in the face of such a terrifying enemy, any hesitancy would only
make him die faster.
With the cohesion of power, Casey's strength at the moment had also
reached the medium stage of sublimation. Although he was still no
match for the mysterious man, at least he would not be left
defenseless.
The mysterious man was a little surprised to see that Casey still had a
way to improve his strength.
He didn't intend to continue wasting time. The most important thing
was to grab Casey first and let the container absorb his power.
"Boy, even if you have every means, you can never escape. Give up
now!"
After speaking, the mysterious man quickly rushed towards Casey.
Casey didn't hesitate at all, and swiped straight ahead.
"Tianxing sword technique!"



A series of sword lights attacked the mysterious person, with a
magnificent momentum.
However, the mysterious man waved his hand directly, and Casey's
attack disappeared.
Casey's look changed, and then he hurriedly used the second sword
technique.
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"Moon Invitation sword technique!"
The mysterious man didn't take Casey's attack seriously at all. A light
appeared in his hand, colliding with the moon-inviting style, and then
Casey's attack was dissolved in an instant.
Casey gritted his teeth, condensed all his strength on Muramasa, and
slashed down towards the mysterious man.
"Thunder Shocking sword technique!"
The huge sword light slashed towards the mysterious man, and the
mysterious man showed a stern look, and said with a smile, "This trick is
is barely qualified, but it's not strong enough to hurt me."
After speaking, the mysterious man stretched out two fingers, a
sword-shaped light appeared, and in the blink of an eye, it swelled to
hundreds of times its size, much larger than Casey's sword light.
People who watched the battle from a distance saw this scene and
exclaimed.
The sword light slashed towards Casey, and directly smashed Casey's
sword light, and then hit Casey.
Casey's body was thrown into the distance in an instant, and he went
out for tens of meters before stopping.
At this time, he was already full of blood, and he completely lost his
combat effectiveness.
He gritted his teeth and sat up from the ground, looked down at
Muramasa in his hand, and found that his Muramasa was broken in
two.
Shaking his head and grinning his teeth, Casey glanced at the
mysterious man in the distance and muttered, "Do I really have to die
here today?"
"Edith, Sherry, I'm afraid I won't have a chance to see you again."
The mysterious man walked over to Casey, looking indifferent, "If you
were born in our place, you would be treated as a genius, and you
would enjoy the best resources. Unfortunately, human destiny cannot



be changed. Your greatest value now is to give the vitality in your body
to my container!"
The reason why Casey was still alive was precisely because the
mysterious man wanted the container to absorb the vitality in him.
Casey stared at the mysterious man and asked, "Who are you?"
The mysterious man smiled and said, "I am not a person from this
world, but now these are not important to you anymore. You will die!"
After speaking, the mysterious man stretched out his hand to Casey.
Casey kept repeating the words that the mysterious man said that he
was not a person in this world. Casey didn't understand what he meant.
Seeing that the mysterious man was about to catch him, Casey had also
taken out his mortal determination and poured all his power of god soul
into the Killing Immortals Sword, intending to die with him.
At this moment, a breaking wind sounded, and it quickly struck Casey
and the mysterious man.
In the blink of an eye, a violent flame enveloped the mysterious man
and prevented him from shooting Casey.
Casey looked intently and found that the person who released the
flame was Thomas!
This old guy was finally here!
Seeing Thomas appeared, Casey was also relieved, knowing that he was
finally saved today.
Thomas turned his head and glanced at Casey, and said embarrassingly,
"I'm a bit late, are you okay?"
Casey rolled his eyes at him and said, "You should think of a way to beat
this guy."
Thomas nodded and looked at the mysterious person. He was full of
righteousness, and he said coldly at the mysterious person, "I don't care
where you are from. With Thomas and me, you will undoubtedly die!"
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 994 Plundering Life

After the mysterious man saw Thomas appear, his face suddenly
darkened, and a trace of jealousy appeared in his eyes.
"Are you the strong man in C Country who has reached Half Tongxuan
Realm?" The mysterious man stared at Thomas and asked.
Thomas glanced at him and said, "Tongxuan Realm? You are talking
about Unrealm, right?"
The mysterious sneered, "That's right, forgot that the environment here
is bad, and you can't cultivate strong people anymore. Tongxuan Realm



was already called Unrealm here. It's ridiculous."
When Thomas heard the mysterious person's words, he had already
guessed the origin of this person, and his look became gloomier.
"Are you from Cangyuan World?"
The mysterious man smiled and said, "Yes, you guessed it right."
"What's your purpose here?" Thomas continued.
"You don't deserve to know it!"
The mysterious man didn't intend to talk nonsense with Thomas, a long
sword appeared in his hand, and he quickly pierced Thomas.
Thomas also showed the white feather, flames emerged from both
hands, and he directly grabbed the mysterious man's strength sword.
Casey saw that the mysterious man's sword it started to disintegrate bit
by bit after being burning by Thomas's flames.
The mysterious man snorted coldly, the mysterious man immediately
dissipated the long sword in his hand, stepped back and formed a
complex magical print.
A sword formation appeared, and countless strength swords appeared
in front of the mysterious man, exuding a powerful and terrifying aura.

When Thomas saw this, he didn't dare to neglect. A lotus of flames
condensed in his body instantly, and waves of violent power emerged
on the lotus of flames, and the temperature in the entire square rose a
lot because of this.
Casey was shocked when he saw the moves they had displayed. He
didn't expect that Thomas would be so terrifying and powerful.
He gritted his teeth and stood up from the ground, and ran away
quickly.
Getting so close to this level of battle was risking his neck.
The mysterious man's magical print changed, and the power long
swords in the array flew towards Thomas in an instant.
Thomas resist with the flame lotus. Then it collided with the array. A
wave of terrifying power dissipated around. Even those on the edge of
the square felt this wave. Many people even fell down directly.
The flame lotus exploded with tremendous power and swallowed all the
long swords in the array. In the end, Thomas won the battle.
The mysterious man's sword array was directly swallowed, which was
also a huge damage to the mysterious man. Blood flowed from the
corner of his mouth, and he looked gloomier.
He looked at Thomas fiercely, gritted his teeth and said, "If it weren't
for the passageway that can only bear the passage of people at the



advanced stage of Zhuji Realm, you would have no way to win!"
The the advanced stage of Zhuji Realm was equivalent to the advanced
stage of sublimation, which meant that the mysterious person had
reached the advanced stage of sublimation.
Thomas was about to reach the Unrealm, and he was naturally stronger
than the mysterious man who was at the advanced stage of
sublimation.
Although the mysterious man despised the strong master from C
Country, he was still no match for Thomas.
Thomas glanced at him coldly, and said contemptuously, "Stop talking
nonsense, and you may be able to live longer."
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The mysterious man snorted coldly, turned his head and glanced at the
high platform over there, and then said, "Although I lost to you, it is not
so easy for you to defeat me. If I want to run, you cannot stop me!"
After speaking, the mysterious man quickly rushed towards the high
platform.
Seeing this, Thomas hurried to catch up.
This mysterious person was right. Although Thomas was a little bit
stronger than him, it was extremely difficult to kill a master who had
reached the advanced stage of sublimation. If the mysterious person
insisted on running away, he really had no way.
In the blink of an eye, the mysterious man had already rushed to the
high platform. He lifted the man lying in the box, and then quickly
rushed towards the edge of the light curtain, where the most people
were.
Although Thomas didn't know what the mysterious man wanted to do,
he knew that he definitely had bad designs. Thus, he tried his best to
chase the mysterious man.
"Don't let him get close to the crowd. He wants to absorb the vitality of
those people to supplement the strength of the person he is carrying.
Once the person he is carrying is strong enough, it will become an
efficient fighting force! "Casey shouted at Thomas.
Thomas' face darkened. He didn't expect this mysterious person to have
such an idea.
Hearing Casey's shout, the mysterious man turned his head and glanced
at him, with a sneer on his face, and said, "Even if you know what I want
to do, even if you are fighting for the foundation today, I will wake the



container. His power will reach Unrealm, and then all of you will be
killed by him!"
After speaking, the mysterious man bit his finger directly and blood
flowed out. The mysterious man drew a complicated pattern on the
center of the eyebrow of the man he was carrying, and then, his hand
began to form a complicated pattern.
The function of this magical print was to absorb the vitality of the
human body.
Compared with the time when Jacoff was absorbed, the current magical
print was the result of the mysterious man's risk of damaging himself.
Its effect was naturally a hundred times and a thousand times that
before.
He intended to rely on this magical print to directly seize the vitality of
everyone. After all, the situation was critical, and he had no other
choose.
A powerful attraction enveloped most of the people at the edge of the
light curtain, and at the same time, the pattern in the man carried by
the mysterious man also began to emit bursts of light.
Immediately afterwards, the mysterious person yelled, that attraction
instantly strengthened, and directly began to plunder the vitality of
those at the edge.
"Done!"
In the blink of an eye, the large group of people on the edge of the light
curtain turned into corpses.
The mysterious man vomited a mouthful of blood directly because of
excessive energy consumption. He clenched his teeth and planned to
launch another magical print.
Thomas once again squirted the flame lotus towards the mysterious
people, trying to prevent him from continuing to plunder the lives of
those people.
But the mysterious man was too fast, and it was too late to stop at this
time.
The flame lotus hit the mysterious person, and the mysterious person's
magical print could no longer be carried out, and he became sluggish.
It was a pity that more than half of the people who came to the
banquet had become corpses.
"Although it has not reached the ideal state, this level is enough."
"All of you will die!"
The mysterious man yelled hysterically, and then clicked at the center
of the eyebrow of the so-called container.



The man's eyes opened instantly, with shocking aura, completely
suppressing Thomas.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 995 Fierce Battle

Thomas turned pale when he saw the person carried by the mysterious
man open his eyes.
He felt this person had reached Unrealm!
"How is this possible! He makes me feel like he is a master who has
reached Unrealm. Has his strength reached Unreal?" Thomas
exclaimed.
The mysterious man was already seriously injured at this time because
he forcibly helped the container absorb power. However, he didn't have
the slightest worry, because the container he cultivated had already
awakened, and no one could hurt him today.
This container was actually a puppet cultivated by the mysterious
person through a certain method.
This was a unique method in his world. Although it was also defined as
the evil method, the passageway could only bear the passage of people
at the advanced stage of Zhuji Realm, in order to had an invincible
helper, the mysterious man could only use this method.
The magical print of absorbing power was formed hastily, the absorbed
power was not selected, and the process of absorbing power by
Thomas' attack. Therefore, although the power of this puppet seemed
to have reached the Unrealm, it was worse than Unrealm.
But even so, the strength of the puppet was not comparable to that of
Thomas, who had nor stepped into Unrealm.
The mysterious man stared at Thomas viciously, and then ordered the
puppet, "Kill him."
The puppet nodded to the mysterious man immediately, and after
taking a step, he was already in front of Thomas.
Upon seeing this, Thomas was about to move out to resist the puppet.
But the puppet was so fast that he kicked Thomas' stomach directly,
and Thomas flew upside down.
The mysterious man showed a sneer on his face and said, "Even if his
strength is somewhat different from that of the Unrealm, he will
absolutely knock you, a guy who has not reached Unrealm, out."

Thomas landed on the ground, stabilized himself. His face turned pale.
He was indeed not the opponent of the puppet, and the puppet could



kill him easily.
Was he really going to die here?
If this was the case, the puppet would become a huge threat to C
Country and even the whole world.
Thomas glanced at Casey, and gave him a questioning look.
Casey nodded, affirmed.
On Thomas' palm, two flames instantly appeared, and then he rushed
toward the puppet again.
A huge fireball appeared in the air and smashed towards the puppet.
The puppet was not afraid at all, stretched out a hand, a powerful force
erupted, and directly resisted the fireball.
At this moment, a golden light erupted from the ground, and in the
blink of an eye, a golden enchantment was formed around Thomas and
the puppet. Nine dragons appeared, the sound of dragons chanting
made the survivors at the edge of the light curtain tremble.
As early as when Casey realized the strength of the mysterious man,
Casey had already begun to transfer the power of god soul to the array,
waiting for the key moment to start the array.
At that moment Thomas gave him a questioning look, naturally asking
him if he was ready for the array.
During the battle at that time, Casey had already left the array on the
ground.
The mysterious man saw the sudden appearance of the array, his face
sunk, and he exclaimed, "Damn! Isn't there a fault in martial arts in this
place? Why is there an advanced array?"
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The moment Thomas saw the array appeared, he was slightly surprised,
but he did not hesitate at all. Taking advantage of the appearance of the
array, he attacked the puppet again.
The array was controlled by Casey, and naturally, Thomas wouldn't be
attacked.
The array also reduced Thomas' pressure a lot, at least now he was
qualified to meet this puppet head-on.
The mysterious man carefully observed this array, and then said coldly,
"Even if you have the assistance of the array, it is still impossible for you
to beat my container, which has reached the Unrealm! When the power
of the array is exhausted, you will die!"
Although he said so, it was obvious that the mysterious man had



panicked. It seemed that he didn't know whether the puppet could
resist Thomas and the array.
Casey sat in the distance, staring at the situation in the array, using all
available means to help Thomas, allowing him to have a fighting power
comparable to the man at Unrealm in a short period of time.
With the aid of the nine dragons, Thomas may not be defeated in this
battle.
An unprecedented battle broke out, and a series of earth-shaking
sounds spread around, making people all over Moss City think that the
end of the world was coming.
Although the puppet was tyrannical, it also began to become stretched
in the fighting with Thomas.
At this time, Thomas only needed one chance to defeat the puppet.
Just as Casey was staring at the battle over there, a strange feeling
surged into his heart, and his eyes widened in an instant.
Because of the previous fight with the mysterious person, although he
was seriously injured, Casey still had some unprecedented insights.
These insights had caused some changes in him, who had hit the
bottleneck for a long time.
Fighting was always the best way to make improvement.
Casey had a strong feeling that he was about to break through!
The chances of epiphany in this kind of battle was rare. Casey didn't
dared to hesitate at all, and quickly closed his eyes, carefully
experienced the feeling, and prepared to break through.
There were waves of power visible to the naked eye around Casey, his
pores began to open, frantically absorbing the power in the surrounding
air.
At this moment, Casey was as if he had entered concentration, and
everything around him no longer had any influence on him. At this
moment, only the breakthrough was left in his heart.
Because of Casey's temporary breakthrough, the array was out of
control, and Thomas obviously felt that his battle had become a bit
more difficult again.
But fortunately, after the array was formed, even if no one controlled it,
the power in it would not dissipate, so Thomas would not be defeated
because of this.
While Thomas was fighting hard, the mysterious man looked at him
with a slightly helpless smile on his face, and then muttered,
"Unexpectedly, I'm in such trouble."
"But even if there is no way to find out the relic this time, it doesn't



matter. As long as I can kill the strongest person in C Country, it will be
much easier to send someone over next time."
"Don't think that you will have a chance to comeback with the
assistance of the array. Today, I will definitely kill you, even if the price
is my life!"
After finishing speaking, the mysterious man sealed the
print again, and then a powerful suction appeared, which directly drew
out half of the vitality in his body and merged it into the puppet's
body.____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 996 Breakthrough

The aura on the puppet once again climbed, and it was completely
reached Unrealm.
Thomas was defeated in an instant. The puppet slapped him, and he
had to retreat quickly towards the back.
After stabilizing himself, Thomas stared at the puppet, looking grave.
He looked towards the mysterious person and found that the
mysterious person looked pale, as if he was dying.
"You're really ruthless, and risk your life to kill me. Is it really worth it?"
Thomas stared at him and asked.
The mysterious man smiled and said, "I am just paving the way for the
latecomers. I am the first to come here, but I will not be the last. If I kill
you today, people from Cangyuan World will not encounter any
obstacles."
Thomas frowned, and he knew exactly what the mysterious man meant.
In today's C Country, he was the only one who had reached Half
Unrealm. Fleming, his contemporary, had only reached the advanced
stage of sublimation.
And only one person from Cangyuan World could cause such a big
trouble. If he died this time, no one would be able to stop the people in
Cangyuan World world in the future.
"In fact, I don't know exactly what kind of place Cangyuan World is, and
why you came here. Must you kill me? If you are not malicious, we can
sit down and have a talk." Thomas asked.
The mysterious man sneered and said, "People in this world are just
some untouchables, so why are you qualified to sit down and talk with
us."
"To tell you the truth, we are here to find something, and enslave you
as well. In order to achieve this goal, naturally, we have to remove



these obstacles!"
Thomas's face sank. He didn't expect this mysterious person to have
such a purpose. It seemed impossible to get along with each other in
peace.

"Wishful thinking! I will definitely kill all the demons like you, !"
He shouted at the puppet in front of him, and then his whole body was
full of flames, and he rushed toward the puppet.
At this time, the nine divine dragons in the array also roared and rushed
towards the puppet together.
Thomas condensed all the power in his body into the palm of his hand,
and a flame lotus that was condensed to be nearly real appeared and
flew toward the puppet.
The nine dragons also opened their mouths together, shooting out
beams of pure power, all rushing toward the puppet.
It was night now, but because of the explosion of these forces, the
entire square was like daylight, and the survivors at the edge of the light
curtain even couldn't open their eyes.
A huge explosion sounded, and everyone hurried to the ground,
covering their ears.
The huge fluctuation of power, centered on the puppet, spread around,
and a series of terrifying cracks appeared on the ground where it
passed.
After performing this blow, Thomas wilted. This was the strongest
attack he could made at this time.
The power of the nine divine dragons also broke out completely at the
moment just now, and now they had exhausted their stored power, and
in the blink of an eye, they dissipated together with the golden
enchantment.
Thomas' eyes alight on the spot where the puppet was just now. At this
time, there was thick smoke and dust, and he couldn't see what was
going on inside.
"It has been killed, right? Just now, with my full blow and the power of
the array, even a master at Unrealm is unable to resist. Although the
puppet is strong, it should not be able to withstand an attack of this
scale," Thomas muttered.
Soon, the smoke and dust dissipated, Thomas saw that the puppet was
still standing on the spot. Compared with before, there were many
more scars on his body, his clothes were already in tatters, and his
breath was obviously weaker than before.
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But he was still standing!
And he still had combat power!
Thomas panicked in an instant. His blow just now had exhausted all his
strength. Now he had no combat power.
If the puppet made another attack, he couldn't fight back at all.
The mysterious person over there who became more dying because of
the aftermath of the power just now showed a satisfied smile after
seeing this scene.
"The power of the master at Unrealm is not as simple as you think. It's a
dream to kill him so easily!"
The mysterious man said to Thomas, then looked at the puppet, and
said, "Kill him, and then take me to heal my wounds. Without this man
who has reached Half Tongxuan Realm, no one in C Country can stop
us!"
The puppet accepted the order and immediately rushed towards
Thomas, then kicked Thomas on his body.
Before Thomas could resist, he flew to the distance in an instant. After
falling to the ground, he vomited a mouthful of blood.
He quickly got up from the ground, looked at the puppet with a solemn
expression, and after gritting his teeth, he released the little power
remaining in his body.
By now, he had no choice but to try his best.
The puppet rushed toward him again, and he quickly resisted, but after
a few moves, he was kicked out again.
The puppet seemed to be playing with a plaything, and made Thomas
had no power to fight back.
After a while, Thomas had been hurt all over, and he was wilted.
"Enough, just kill him." The mysterious man gave the order again.
The puppet didn't intend to continue wasting time with Thomas, he just
lifted his foot and was about to step on Thomas' throat.
At this moment, a strange wave suddenly appeared in the entire
square, and everyone felt a hot wind blowing all over themselves,
converging in the direction where Casey was.
The mysterious man's face changed suddenly, and he quickly looked
towards Casey and exclaimed, "This is impossible! Although it's not
uncommon for a person to break through in battle, this guy even
caused an anomaly when he broke through. How could this be!"



Everyone looked towards Casey, and saw that Casey was surrounded by
layers of heat waves at this time, and his aura was rising rapidly.
After a few breaths, Casey's aura had risen to the top.
The advanced stage of sublimation!
Casey opened his eyes. Then, he appeared in front of the puppet. He
pushed the puppet away with a palm, pulled Thomas on the ground up,
and took him to a safe position.
After doing this, he turned his head to look at the puppet, and in his
eyes, murderous auras emerged.
"It's a dream for you to enslave us!"

The Peremptory Casey Davies

Chapter 997 Power of Killing Immortals Sword

The mysterious man stared at Casey carefully, and after repeated
confirmation, he found that Casey had reached the advanced stage of
sublimation!
He looked at Casey as if looking at a monster. At that time, Casey hadn't
even reached the initial stage of sublimation, but his power was
comparable to the initial stage of sublimation.
But now after he broke through, he had directly reached the advanced
stage o sublimation.
What exactly was going on?
Even in Cangyuan World, there was no such a monster with such a large
breakthrough span!
"Hasn't anima already been exhausted in this world? Why is there such
a perversion?" The mysterious man murmured to himself.
After a while, his pupils shrank suddenly, and a possibility came to mind
in his mind.
It's XuanGong!
Only with XuanGong, could guy cross so many realms at once.
He came to this word this time to search for XuanGong, which was one
of his tasks.
The mysterious man became excited as he looked at Casey, He didn't
expect that the guy in front of him would know XuanGong.
Although Casey's strength had reached the advanced stage of
sublimation after his breakthrough, there was still an insurmountable
gap between the advanced stage of sublimation and Unrealm.
So, it was easy for the puppet to knock Casey out.



As long as Casey was caught, even if his mission to Earth failed, he
would not come in vain.
If he could bring XuanGong back to the Cangyuan World, then he would
make an unprecedented contribution!

After taking a deep breath, the mysterious man hurriedly shouted to
the puppet, "Leave the old man alone, quickly grab that guy. He is very
important to me, come on!"
The puppet received the order and rushed towards Casey.
They began to fight in an instant, and they moved so fast that it was
invisible to normal people.
Casey was also a little surprised at the improvement of his realm this
time, although he had guessed before that if he broke through, he
would definitely surmount the initial stage of the sublimation.
But even he himself did not expect that he would come into the
advanced stage of sublimation!
He only needed to take one step forward to reach the Unrealm.
From this, Casey also understood that XuanGong were indeed
extraordinary. Compared with ordinary masters of the same realm,
Casey possessed XuanGong, which was equivalent to playing an extra
hole card.
Although Casey was at the advanced stage of sublimation, there was a
big gap between it and the Unrealm. Fortunately, XuanGong had
provided Casey with extraordinary power, allowing him to barely fight
against this puppet.
Of course, the puppet suffered great damage because Thomas
combined with the array at that time.
They fought against each other, and the square was in a mess. The roar
of the battle made everyone tremble.
After another blow, Casey retreated quickly, his chest undulating.
At this moment, he had a long sword condensed from Xunjin in his
hand, which looked quite different from Muramasa.
After his strength reached the advanced stage of sublimation, Casey no
longer needed to use weapons to exert a stronger power. The long
sword he transformed with power was even more terrifying than
Muramasa.
It was that because he had just reached the advanced stage of
sublimation and had not been able to contro his power well, and the
side effects of Cabala were about to appear, Casey with serious injuries
was unable to hold it for too long.
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He stared at the puppet and narrowed his eyes. He must kill it in the
next few minutes, otherwise he would also be defeated by the puppet.
The mysterious man stared at Casey with a sneer, and said, "Boy, even if
you have XuanGong, you are definitely unable to beat the puppet. Give
up quickly, and I can keep you alive. You are so young. You don't want
to die here, right?"
When Casey heard the mysterious man's words, his face sank, and he
asked, "Do you know XuanGong?"
The mysterious man smiled and said, "It seems that what I guessed is
right. Boy, XuanGong is a matter of great importance. As long as you are
willing to hand it over, I can protect you from death and let you obtain
infinite training resources in Cangyuan World!"
Casey thought about it for a while. It seemed that his original guess was
correct. XuanGong was really extraordinary. This person who claimed to
be from the Cangyuan World actually knew XuanGong, and he seemed
to pay much attention to it.
However, Casey would not be bewitched by him. Although the puppet
had reached Unrealm, it was not impossible to beat the puppet.
"Do you think I'm a fool? I won't die today, you puppet can't you beat
me!"
After speaking, the long sword in Casey's hand dissipated, and a golden
long sword appeared. It was Killing Immortals Sword!
After reaching the advanced stage of sublimation, Casey's god soul had
also been greatly improved. Not long after the breakthrough, Casey
discovered that there had been some unprecedented changes on the
Killing Immortals Sword, and some memories of manipulating the sword
came into in his mind.
With those memories, Casey was confident that he could beat the
puppet with Killing Immortals Sword.
The mysterious man noticed that the blade in Casey's hand turned into
a golden sword, but he didn't care, only thinking that Casey had
transformed a different weapon.
"Boy, you only have one chance. Don't think I'm joking. What I just said
is true. Don't be ignorant!" the mysterious man shouted at Casey.
Casey ignored his words, but rushed towards the puppet.
He was almost reaching the limit, so he couldn't delay any longer.
Seeing that Casey hadn't obeyed his words, the mysterious man's face



became gloomy and he gave the puppet an order, "Break his limbs and
keep his alive!"
The puppet didn't hesitate, and the power in his body expanded again,
completely suppressing Casey's aura.
Seeing that Casey still had no hesitation, the mysterious man snorted
and said, "Boy, you will regret the choice you just made!"
Casey rushed to the puppet, the power on the puppet's palm exploded,
and he patted Casey's chest.
Casey quickly hid, holding the Killing Immortals Sword and slashing
towards the puppet.
Upon seeing this, the puppet backed away quickly, intending to hide.
At this time, Casey showed a sly smile, and then the hand holding the
Killing Immortals Sword released.
"Go!"
The Killing Immortals Sword was directly separated from Casey's palm
and flew towards the puppet.
Upon seeing this, the mysterious man sneered, "Do you think it can hurt
a strong master at Unrealm? It's ridiculous!"
As soon as he finished speaking, bright light burst out from the Killing
Immortals Sword, an aura that completely crushed the puppet burst
out, and then the sword light appeared, and it slammed on the puppet.
The light was fleeting, and Killing Immortals Sword had returned to
Casey in the blink of an eye.
While the puppet was naturally split in half by the
Sword!_______________

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 998 End

The mysterious man was dumbfounded when he saw this sudden
change.
"This... how is this possible? That's a master at Tongxuan Realm! How
could he be killed by a guy at the advanced stage of sublimation!"
This was completely unexpected by the mysterious man. He thought
that no matter how strong Casey was, he would only hurt the puppet at
best. How could he split the puppet in half?
At this time, he thought of the golden sword. It seemed that the sword
was extraordinary!
However, it was too late. The puppet was dead, and he was seriously
injured. He had no support, and could only become a lamb to be



slaughtered by Casey.
Seeing that the puppet was dead, Casey was also relieved. After
admiring the power of Killing Immortals Sword, he also felt weak and
wobbly, and almost fell to the ground.
Although the power of Killing Immortals Sword was great, even in his
heyday, Casey could only perform an attack like that just now once.
The reason why he was able to perform that blow just now was entirely
because he was trying to squeeze his own potential.
In addition, his control of the Killing Immortals Sword relied on the
power of god soul. After breakthrough, his god soul had been restored
to a certain extent. Only then did he successfully perform the blow just
now.
At this point, Casey had also reached the limit.
This was definitely the most difficult battle he had ever experienced in
his life. If it hadn't been for the breakthrough in battle to bring him new
power, he wouldn't know what his end would be like today.
He walked towards the mysterious man, who looked desperate at this
time. He did not expect that he would end up like this today.
When Casey arrived in front of the mysterious man, he directly
stretched out his hand and tapped lightly at the mysterious man's limbs.
Four rays of light appeared, directly piercing the mysterious man's
limbs.

"Boy, just kill me. But remember, my death is definitely not the end. It is
just the beginning!" the mysterious man shouted at Casey.
Casey ignored him, grabbed his clothes, dragged him to Thomas.
Thomas had passed out in a coma at this time, Casey reached out and
grabbed him, and walked towards the outside of the square with them.
At this time, the square was no longer obstructed by the black light
curtain. After people discovered that the light curtain disappeared, they
all fled away.
A large number of dried corpses fell on the ground, plus the damage
caused by the previous battle, the square at this time was like a
purgatory on earth. No matter how courageous a person was, he would
not dare to continue to stay in this place.
Casey dragged the mysterious man and Thomas toward the front in this
way. He must leave here as soon as possible. After all, this was the
territory of S Country, and the movement just now should have alarmed
the military.
People from the military would come over soon. If they would not miss



the chance to seize the two outstanding masters from C Country. After
all, it could become the capital for negotiations with C Country.
The current Casey and Thomas, the lord of the Pantheon, were
absolutely of inestimable value to C Country. Once they were arrested,
or S Country killed them directly in order to reduce the strength of its
enemies, then everything they did today was in vain.
But Casey had reached the limit, and he even doubted whether he
could get out of this square in the end.
He just felt his dizzy, and he might fall down at any time.
Just when Casey was about to be unable to hold on, a petite woman
appeared in front of him.
"Casey, I followed your instructions and found a place with few people. I
survived." Natasha looked at Casey gratefully.
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Casey smiled at her and said, "Get out of here. The military will block
this place later. If they see you here, they will take you back to and
interrogate you."
Natasha looked at Casey with concern and said, "Casey, are you
exhausted now? If you can't get out of here quickly, I can help you.
Several members of our family are still on standby. "
Casey stared at her and asked, "Can I trust you?"
Natasha nodded seriously and said, "I will never hand you over to the
military. I know your worries. I will take you to a safe place."
"Okay, I'll leave it to you for the rest of the matter."
After saying this, Casey couldn't hold on anymore and fell straight
down.
Natasha saw Casey's look, showing a trace of distress. And then, she
beckoned to the Andrew family who was on standby in the distance.
The few people quickly ran over, took Casey, the mysterious man and
Thomas, and quickly left here.
After about ten minutes, a few helicopters flew over the central square.
On the roads around the square, tanks marched neatly, quickly
enclosing the entire square.
On the helicopter, several well-trained soldiers from S Country were
chatting and laughing.
"The superior said that an important situation has occurred in the
central square and asked us to come here in a state of first-level combat
readiness. Here is only a square, and what important things can happen



here? I think it is really a fuss."
"I heard that there were several people from C Country fighting here,
and I heard that there were casualties. I don't know the specific
situation, but the first level of combat readiness is indeed a bit too
serious."
"The battle of people from C Country? Do they use their martial arts? I
heard that martial arts is just a bluff."
After speaking, everyone burst into laughter.
After a while, the helicopter stopped more than ten meters above the
central square, and everyone looked towards the square, wanting to
see what was going on on the square.
When they saw the situation on the square at this time, they were
stunned. A few people even began to nausea, and some couldn't bear
to watch the scene below.
The entire square had been ruined, with countless potholes and cracks,
making people sacred.
Coupled with the pieces of dried corpses that had been drained of
vitality and fell to the ground, the entire central square was like a
purgatory on earth, making everyone unable to smile again.
""Didn't it say it was just a few people from C Country fighting here?
Why... Is it like this?"?"
"It's really horrible, what is going on, why did those people become like
this. There are more than 5,000 corpses."
"Do people from C Country really know martial arts? It's so terrifying.
It's like having just experienced a nuclear war here!"
"My God, if this is really man-made, how powerful is C Country is?"
...
Everyone looked at the scene on the square in shock, even if they
hadn't seen battle scene, they had already known that the battle must
be extremely fierce from the traces on the square.
Since then, C Country had forever become the nightmare of the soldiers
of S Country who witnessed this scene._

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 999 S Country Bowed Down

The battle in the central square quickly attracted the attention of all
countries.
The destruction of the central square was horrible, and there were
thousands of corpses drained of vitality on the spot. No matter where, it



was a major event that could affect the world.
And not long after that battle, there were already videos recorded on
the Internet by survivors using their mobile phones.
Although in order to avoid causing panic, countries were controlling the
spread of these videos, making the public feel that this was just a
rumor.
Of course, the senior leaders of all countries were very clear that this
was what happened.
The heads of state held meetings based on the videos circulated on the
Internet and the information investigated by their respective
intelligence agencies to discuss the seriousness of the incident.
They confirmed from the video that three people from C Country
caused the terrifying scene in the central square!
All the three men had substantial ability, relying only on the strength of
their physical bodies, they had caused a destructive force comparable
to a small nuclear bomb.
This allowed everyone to refresh their knowledge of C Country martial
arts.
Although they were not sure why the three people fought in the central
square, they was clear that if C Country sent such a strong man to their
country, they would definitely be caught off guard without any
precautions.
Suddenly, all the countries around C Country became a little worried,
for fear that C Country would create such a surprise for them any day.
After all, if such a terrifying strongman was sent, there was no way for
countries to investigate. They could never interrogate every person
from C Country.
Such a strong man was definitely much more powerful than directly
launching a missile.

And S Country, who knew the truth about the central square, had an
indescribable fear of C Country.
The commander of S Country did not expect that the mysterious person
he trusted so much was to rob people of their vitality in the banquet he
held.
Those who attended the banquet that day were all powerful men from
all over the country. The mysterious man killed thousands of people at
once, which was equivalent to directly hitting their nation's economy.
Numerous large companies became headless and fell into a dispute
over the power on the same day.



The commander of S Country was heartbroken and felt that this was the
responsibility caused by his negligence. The next day, he resigned from
his position as commander.
The battle in the central square also made the people of S Country
understand the true strength of C Country. They even tried to provoke C
Country before. How stupid they were.
The battle at central square awoke all the high-level officials in S
Country.
After they unanimously discussed, they finally decided to bow to C
Country, which gave C Country countless benefits. They also announced
to the public that C Country would be the leader of S Country in the
future. If anyone wanted to fight against C Country, S Country stand out
for the first time to help C Country.
This result was unexpected by the high-level official of C Country. Even
Magnus was a little surprised. He didn't understand that Casey and
Thomas were just trying to catch a mysterious person, but in the end S
Country bowed to them. It was really a great surprise.
However, after the battle in the central square, he couldn't contact
Casey and Thomas, which made him a little anxious.
He originally thought that S Country had arrested them, and he went to
query S Country.
But S Country said that when they rushed to the central square, there
was no one on the ground except the mummy, and they didn't know
where Casey and Thomas had gone.
And if they really caught Casey and Thomas, they would not surrender,
but would use them to threat Magnus.
Magnus felt that there was some truth in what S Country said, but he
couldn't feel relieved before he could find Casey and Thomas. After all,
they were the great contributors to this incident.
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And this battle also made him realize the value of Casey and Thomas, so
he hoped that they were safe.
He had sent someone to find the traces of the two, and the S Country
also agreed that they would definitely help C Country find Casey and
Thomas.
After half a month.
In a private estate on the outskirts of Moss City.
Casey walked out of the room, his face still pale. Obviously, his injuries



had not fully recovered.
However, after half a month of recuperation, he felt much better and
his realm has stabilized.
At this time Thomas was watering the flowers in the courtyard of the
manor, which seemed quite leisurely.
This manor was specially prepared by the Andrew family for Natasha. In
the past half month, Casey and Thomas had been recuperating here.
Natasha also kept her promise, did not hand them over to the military,
and provided them with a good environment for healing.
Casey and Thomas didn't know what was happening outside, and they
didn't know that Magnus was sending someone to look for them.
Casey walked close to Thomas and stopped by a stone table. Then, he
sat directly on the stool beside the stone table.
"How was interrogation? Did he say anything worthwhile?" Casey
stared at Thomas and asked.
The mysterious man was also brought to this manor by Natasha. During
this time, his life was also saved through some drugs. After Thomas
recovered a little from his injury, he began to interrogate him.
"He's dead. He died this morning, and he didn't say anything useful,"
Thomas said lightly.
Casey was taken aback, but he didn't expect the mysterious person to
die.
But this guy was injured seriously, and gave the puppet half of his
vitality, and then his limbs were broken by Casey. It was a miracle that
he could live until now.
"What is certain now is that this person is from Cangyuan World, and
his purpose is to find something and occupy this world."
"They opened up a passageway from Cangyuan World to the Earth. This
could only bear the passage of people at the advanced stage of Zhuji
Realm. Zhuji Realm is the advanced stage of sublimation."
"That's why he used the method of plundering the lives of others to
create a puppet that reached Tongxuan Realm, which is the Unrealm."
"He is dead, the people of Cangyuan World will send others over, and
this world will soon become ."
After speaking, Thomas showed a trace of emotion on his face.
Casey stared at Thomas and asked, "What kind of place is Cangyuan
World? Doesn't it belong to the earth?"
Thomas looked at Casey with a mysterious look in his eyes, and then
murmured, "It's not so much that it doesn't belong to the earth, it's
better to say that there and this universe are two places."



"That is a place independent of our world, and this is the biggest secret
that the Pantheon have always kept."
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 1000 Take the Position as Lord

Hearing Thomas' words, Casey raised his eyebrows. He didn't expect
such a mysterious thing in the world.
Independently from this world, Casey has heard of such a statement for
the first time.
"At present, we don't know much about Cangyuan World. We only
know that the people there are very strong. Reaching Unrealm is just
the threshold for the strong. People at Unrealm was far from being
regarded as a strong expert." Thomas continued.
Casey hurriedly let him stop, and said, "Enough, this is the secret of the
Pantheon, I had better know less."
Thomas smiled and said, "You have been identified by me as the
candidate for the next lord of the Pantheon. You will need to know
these things sooner or later."
Casey was taken aback for a moment, and said in doubt, "The candidate
for the next lord? Why don't I know about this?"
"Originally, I planned to tell you this when you become stronger, but
what I didn't expect is that your strength will directly reach the
advanced stage of sublimation. At this level, you are more than enough
to be the Lord of the Pantheon, so it's okay to tell you now," Thomas
said with a smile.
"Sorry, I'm not interested in the position of the lord, you should go find
someone else." Casey directly rejected Thomas.
"After experiencing this incident, do you still think you can be as free
and at ease as before?" Thomas stared at Casey and asked.
Hearing Thomas' question, Casey also sighed helplessly.
With the deepening of his understanding of the world, Casey did
discover that there were many things that was contrary to what he
expected.
For example, this time Casey could really sit idly by when the people
from Cangyuan World sneaked in, but if it weren't for his shots, Thomas
might be killed this time.
And the mysterious person in Cangyuan World would puppet at
Unrealm, making this world be in trouble.

At that time, how could his wife and daughter continue to lead a



comfortable and stable life.
So even if it's just for his wife and daughter, he had to do it.
Casey understood why Thomas would choose him to be the next lord of
the Pantheon. Although he was unwilling to accept it, this was a fact
that he could not refuse.
"Now you can take charge as chief with your strength. If it weren't for
you this time, I would be killed." Thomas looked at Casey, "So I have
decided to officially appoint you as the lord of the Pantheon."
With that, Thomas took out a token from his clothes and handed it to
Casey.
"Although you are still very young and you are not yet qualified to be
the Lord of the Pantheon in terms of age, strength means everything. In
addition, you are more stable than some people who have lived for
hundreds of years, So I am very relieved to pass on the throne of the
Lord of the Pantheon to you."
Casey looked at the token on the table with a stunned look, and asked,
"Even if you really want me to be the lord of the Pantheon, you don't
need to give me the order now."
Thomas smiled and said, "This incident has made me understand my
current situation. I am already old, and once a special situation arises, I
may not even be able to survive. Thus, I have to give up the position of
the Lord of the Pantheon as early as possible."
Hearing what Thomas said, Casey was also a little helpless. He
understood what Thomas was thinking. Although he didn't want to
admit it, it was indeed a fact.
"Don't worry, I'm just clarifying this matter now. You can still continue
to be at ease. As long as I am still alive, I will help you deal with the
affairs of the temples, but when I die, the burden of managing the
Pantheon will fall on you." Thomas continued.
This time Casey did not refuse, but silently nodded, and put away the
token.
The stronger he was, the greater the responsibility was.
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Casey knew this very well. What's more, he did this to give Edith and
Sherry a stable life. He would naturally not mind if other people could
benefit from it.
"As for the Cangyuan World, you can go to the mountain where I am
located after you return to the headquarters of the Pantheon this time



and find an elder. He will tell you the details of the Cangyuan World,"
Thomas said.
"Aren't you going back?" Casey asked.
"That person opened a passageway and came here. This passageway
will definitely not disappear easily. I have to find this passageway so
that no one from Cangyuan World will come," Thomas replied.
Casey nodded, it was indeed a very important thing.
"Of course, you don't have to be too nervous. It's not easy to open a
passageway. It's impossible for the people of Cangyuan World to come
to Earth in a short time. Just do what you should do. Don't be affected
by this," Thomas added again.
"I see." Casey answered Thomas solemnly.
Thomas smiled and patted Casey on the shoulder, and said, "This feeling
of handing over the burden to others is really good. It seems that I can
be a little more relaxed in the future."
Casey rolled his eyes at him, and said nothing.
At this time Natasha was wearing a hat and carrying a basket in her
hand, and walked towards them.
"Come and taste the fruits I just picked in the orchard. These are all
grown by myself and are very delicious." Natasha smiled and looked at
the two people.
Both of them walked over wisely and tasted the fruit, and praised the
deliciousness of these fruits.
"Natasha, if nothing happens, we should leave soon," Casey said while
eating the fruit that Natasha picked.
When Natasha heard Casey's words, the movement in her hand
stopped.
"Finally, you are leaving." Natasha muttered.
"Thank you very much for taking care of us during this period of time.
As long as you practice the deep breathing I taught you regularly every
day, it won't take long for you to become healthy like a normal person."
Casey continued.
Natasha nodded, but it was obvious that she didn't want Casey to leave.
Although she had known that Casey taught her the method of deep
breathing in order to be able to get in the banquet, Natasha had already
developed a different kind of affection for Casey.
"It's me who should be thankful. You saved my life. I should do all this,"
Natasha replied Casey.
Seeing this girl's distressed look, Casey smiled and said, "Don't be
frowning. There is no permanent banquet in the world. I am very happy



to know you."
Natasha raised her head, her lips moved, as if she wanted to say
something.
She wanted to tell Casey that she not only wanted to know Casey, she
also wanted to be with him and had an unforgettable memory with him.
However, in the end she did not speak, because she knew in her heart
that these were just her delusions.
"I wish you all the best." Natasha said, with a relieved smile on her
face.____
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 1001 A New Adventure

In the border between C Country and S Country, a figured appeared in
an unmanned valley - Thomas.
Thomas made a complex print on both hands, gushing out spiritual
power that enveloped the whole valley.
Before long, Thomas found an anomaly. He stretched out his hand and
felt ripple in the air, which was quite weird.
“After looking for so long, I finally found it. It seems that it is only a
small channel that only allows one person to come through. It will be
two or three years before anyone wants to come out of this channel.”
Thomas murmured to himself.
Thomas then took out a few pieces of something like a charm, making a
complex print.
The charms flew into the air, releasing strange forces that made the
black spiral channel visible and sealed it.
In this way, when people in Cangyuan World wanted to use this channel
again, Thomas could feel it in the first time.
And he could activate the power of the charm, so that the channel
became unstable and he could easily kill the people in the channel.
Thomas took out a walkie-talkie from his clothes and said, “I have done
my work, you can locate it.”
“Roger that!” There was a voice came from it.
The system was located quickly in the headquarters in the Northern
Border, followed by some operation.
A missile launcher at a military base in the Northern Border began to
rotate toward Thomas' location.
In the future, if there was any change in the channel, the missile would
be fired at any time and completely destroyed the channel.
With these preparations, C Country no longer had to worry about the



invasion of Cangyuan World.
“The missile is ready, you can come back, Thomas.”
Hearing that, Thomas smiled.

“I guess we have to trust science.”
With no more thought, Thomas jumped directly up to the hill of dozens
of meters and then disappeared.
...
The headquarters of the Pantheon in Kunlun Mountains
Casey went straight in and announced that he had taken over the
position of the Lord of the Pantheon.
Even if there were people could not accept it, but in face of the strong
strength of Casey, they surrendered.
Vermilion Bird was upset seeing that Casey controlled the Pantheon.
Casey was indeed more and more powerful, but it also meant that the
gap between her and Casey was bigger and bigger.
Of course, Vermilion Bird knew in her own heart that her thoughts
were, in the end, nothing more than fantasies, which would eventually
fizzle.
After the announcement, Casey came to the small hut of Thomas.
According to Thomas, Casey opened the mechanism in the corner of the
hut and got into the channel through the mountain interior.
At the end of the channel was a huge cave. As he entered, torches on
the walls lit up the cave.
The first thing he saw was a smooth stone wall like a mirror.
In the middle of the stone wall, a black strange force converged into a
whirlpool, looked quite gloomy.
When Casey wanted to get close, there was a figure on the stone wall in
front of him.
He was a gray-haired old man, his figure erratic and transparent.
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“Are you a man or a ghost? Why are you in this wall?” Casey looked at
the figure warily.
The man smiled and said, “Although I am not a man, I am not a ghost.
You can call me Mayo Byrne. I am Thomas' teacher. Did he ask you to
come here?”
Casey's pupil shrank. His ear echoed with Mayo's words, and he felt
incredible.



Mayo saw that Casey had doubts, he smiled and explained, “I am a wisp
of residual soul, you have awakened your god soul and should be clear
of it specialty. My body has died, I only have this residual soul, relying
on external force to maintain existence.”
“In order to prevent the people of the Cangyuan World from coming to
earth, I sealed this channel with my god soul.”
“I am not dead, but I will never be able to escape from this wall. I have
been in here for a hundred years.”
This was the channel to the Cangyuan World!
Casey was very shocked that this person, in order to seal the channel,
trapped his god soul in the stone wall, which was no doubt considerable
pay.
Casey said politely to Mayo, “Please tell me something about the
Cangyuan World.”
From Mayo, Casey knew that the earth was full of anima, and there was
a group of its powerful practitioners, called immortals.
They occupied countless resources, but then there was a great war,
which caused anima begin to weaken, and soon the world ceased the
possibility of practicing.
A group of immortals rack their brains in order to continue the way of
practicing.
At this time, they found the existence of the Cangyuan World, so they
gathered force to open a channel, and sent their people there.
And this channel was the channel of Kunlun Mountains.
Since then, the way of practicing had declined on the earth, and the
people who stayed on the earth have evolved the original practicing
method into the current martial art.
The channel here had been sealed to prevent the return of the powerful
immortals from upsetting the balance of earth.
The establishment of the Pantheons was also to prevent the people of
Cangyuan World from returning to the earth to seize resources and
search for relics.
More than 100 years ago, Mayo took on the task of guarding the
channel. Not long after that, the people of Cangyuan World tried to
invade the earth and break the seal. The situation was urgent, Mayo
had no choice but to sacrifice his own body and strengthen the seal
with his god soul, which was able to resist the invasion of those people
in Cangyuan World.
Casey understood that the Lord of the Pantheon was the successor of
the guardian for the channel.



He also knew that he had to shoulder the burden, after all, he was now
arguably the strongest person on earth.
The responsibility of safeguarding world peace was on him!
But Casey was not to simply guard the channel, he wanted to go to
Cangyuan World to see if he could completely solve the problem.
So, Casey led the Pantheon to remove the remaining dangers, such as
the dangerous people wanted in the Pantheon reward list.
While doing the final preparation, he accompanied with Edith and
Sherry.
After all, once he went to the Cangyuan World, he didn’t know when he
could come back.
He wanted very much to accompany his wife and daughter, but people
in the Cangyuan World would not give up. He could not only care about
his family and ignore the overall situation.
The time passed little by little, and three months later, Casey made all
the arrangements and gave a letter to Edith explaining everything. Then
he went into the channel leading to the Cangyuan World without
hesitation.
Casey began his new adventure and the story would be continued.
But that was another story. Let's look forward to his return and See
you!

The End.___


